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ACALEMIC. BOW

1. El-Azhari, Ibrahim, "the Academic Book and Tax Justice", (A1A4Citab
A '-Adalah Al.Laribiyyah), "Al.Gumhouriyah" newapaper,
25th year, Issue Ne, 9003, (August 22, 1978), p.

After sayini_; that citiiens fall into two categories, one category,
which is subjct to taxes and another category of parasites who evade
.taxation, the writer explained' that,academic books, in turn, are
divided into similar aategories, Ohe.category ihich is printed and -

Iistributed-through_tookshops and which is subjedt to taxation and the
ether which evades taxes. The latter catigory includes the notes prepared
by professors, printed in stencil form and sold to students in small .

miLmatures at.exorbitant prices in avoidance of taxation.

The writer then described an experiment undertaken by the IllaaMie groups
in dairoAnd Alexandria Universities who decided.to photocopy and sell
these notes a't much lower priced: He concluded; that professors are
rt,apin fantastic profits from these notes, all At-the eXpense.of the
pvorstudenti. .

Ccneluding his article, the writer called_upon the authorities to
. reconsider the problem of academic books, putting them within the

reach of poor students and subjecting their.profits to the law of tax
justice.

ACALEMIC CERTIFICATES

Statistics

2. A.R.E., Ministry of Eductation, Directorate-deneral of ,Statisties
art!, Computer, "Status land roredast. of ExaminatApn sults in-Oeiteral
econda and E.uivalen IIA A..

Colleges in 19 ;I:syso . Wal.Mutewatqa
A1,./flanawifyah Al. ammah Wa-Ma U'adiluha Wa-Dn. Wal-
Mu'allimaat 1970/71-1989/90), Cairo; 1978, 17 Stencil pages.

Followini.; an introduction on the importance of studying the actual
status and forecast of examination results in general secondary schools,
technical schools (coomeróial, industrial and a6ricultural) and men

, and women teacher training colleges between 1970/71 and 1989/90, the
study explained the method utilised in forecasting the number of boyi
an4 girls expected to sit for and succeed in these examinations Up to
1989/90.



Then follOwed- a number of statistioal tables dealing with:

7 Comparative figures of examinati$6 results in the .general seaondary

.

education (wfth its two iections) between 1970/71.and 1976/77.

- Total antiCipated.examination results in the general°secondary

tiducation (both the literary and scientific sections) whether following

the one-year ox the three-year sYstem in 1977/78.

- Total number of pupils expecte4-to sit for and succeed in the diploma

*examinations of commercial, idiistrial and agricultural schools between

1978/79 and 1989/90.

Total number of pupils expected to sit for and succeed in the diploma

examinations of men and women.teacher training colleges betwran 1970/79

and 1939/90.

Total results expected in the diploma examinations of technioal education

achools and men and women teacher training cdlleges in-1977/76.

Total number of pupile expected to sit for and sucoeed in the,two

secondary education sectioha (literary and scientific with the 1atter's

two branches) examinations between 1978/79 and 1989/90.

. ADULT' EDUCATION

Libraries' ,

3. "Abdul fiehim, Abul Su'ud Ibrahim; irffie Library an4 its Role in

Adult, Edugation", (Al-Maktabah Wa-Dawruha fi Teleem Al-kibaar),

"Sahliat A14Maktabah", (Library Magazin) Cairo, V01. 103; Iseue

No.'3, tOctober 1978),.pp. 51-55.

Aft4r stating that illiteraiy is a problem'which requires a courageous

encounter on the part of the State both in. Egypt amid in the Arab World;

the writer enumerated the challenges posed by adult education.

-'SpeakinG of the role of libraries.and librarians; the writer said that

they put at the disposal fa literacy oampaign leaders the neoeseary

bibliographical assiltance and guidance. In the opinion,of the writer;

libraries could be turned into an educational add cultural centre where

thereader tinds the books he wishes to,read classified according to

subject, in additiod to reference books containing general information.

1

2



After/interviewing an expert on libilsri,47, the writer conoluded. bdsarticle saying that special attention ould be paid,to the choiCe ofbooks and referencesfor the benefit of researchers, students and leadersin literacy and adult education programmes:

_Women, Education .of . Miss Media

#- 4.
Fawxiyyah, iliac:trust:ion Media; Their Role and Impacton Responding to the Woman's Educational Needirwithin the Frameworkof Adult Eddcation", (Dawr Wisely]. Al-I'laam'We-Atharuha fi TalbiyatAl-Hajaat Al-TeleimiyyahrIalMaraah fi-Itaar Ta'leem Al-Kibaar),

"Ta'leem Al-Jamaheer" magasins-, (4ass Education), Cairo, 5th year,Issue No. 13, (September 1978), pp. 50-66.

This article is miinly concerned with the educational programs forEvlult women beamed by radio and T.V.,media. These programs, the writersaid, are aimed it responding to the woman's educational needs.

.-F),Inctions, performed by the radio and T.V. media in this respect- figihto two categories: direct functions which comprise disseminating in ,educatImonal mission by means of a well-studied program and propertechniques and inpirect functions which consiet in providing the
necessary atmosphere for cultivating woman's intellectual talent. Inthis connection,wthe writer gavefexamples of the orientation programs,talks, playa and discussicns whiA are aited at woman education, througharresting their attention and generating their interest. Other programscontain elements of attraction or'suspense to supplement the educationalmaterial on T.V. channels Dr radio waves.

The writer went on to explain the teChniques involved in the differentmedia disseminating educational mama and called for the setting up.4 of s Supreme Committee for coorlinating adult education programs,adciing that radio and T.V. officials responsible for educational programsshould have a role to play in this ComMittee.

ARABIC LANGUAGE

Teaching
1

5.. Ahmed, Mohamed 'Abdul Wee, "Spoken Language and its Role 'in
Teaching Arabic'to our Children", (Lughat Al.Ehlaam Wa Dawruha fi
Ta'leem Atfalina AlpLughah Al-lArabiyyah), "Al 11 newspaper, (Imago,104th year, Issue No. 33473, (Augast 21 1978 , p. .

3



kfter stating that practice is vital in language learning, the viriter
said that Arabic teacherh should always endeavoyr to addre eir
ciftsses in correct classical Arabic ii explaining..the la e.

The writer"then underlined the link between a child's success in 4-
absorbing school lessons and his linguistic.ability, adding that
every effort.should'be made in nurseries and the .early years of
primary education to teach children simple andsporrect olassical
Arabic.. He .cited examples"of the standard vooabulary suitable-for
_children in their early years at school adding that-some link should
be created between the vocabulary taught and the chiles own vocabulary
acquired before going to school.

1
Pointing to the defects in text bo usea by children in their earl/
years, the wTiter said their style is too advanced and their content
is tdo uninteresting.

He called for adopting ah acceptable criteria for selecting the linguistic
material suitable for each stage of'ohild growth.

li
In conclusion, the writer mentioned the requi nts in children's text
books of Languages, saying that authors shoul rways be guided by the
very Language used by children in their daily cOriversation adding to .

it new vocabulary.and increasing the doze as the child moves from a
lower class to a higher one. , -

6. El-'Afifi, Magdi, l'Arabic Language Teacfiers Ate Respsible for
the Deterioration of the Arabic Language", (Asatisat AlAughah Al-
'Arabiyyah Homm Al-Masouloon 'an Thdahwur Al-Lughth Al-'Arabiyyah),
'Al-Akhbai° newspaper, Cairo, 27th year, Issue N. 8177, (August 30,
101/, P. 9.

alb

After drawing a distinct n between.the spoken and written Arabic and
indicating the characteristics of the-latter, being. the classical
language, the writer pointed out that illiteracy, inadequacy of schools,
the low standard of education both in schools and,in universities and
the overloading of grammar cur4cula in Secondary schools with grammatical
rules for which-pupils have.noneed, have all resulted in deteriorati
the Arabic language.

As a solution for this problem, the writer proposed linking language to
thousht, saying that/any redundant grammatical rules which are of no
use in the correct expression of ideas, should be done away with:

S. 0



The writer underlined the responsibility of Arabic language teachers in
purifyin6 the Language.from any archaic words in order tO facilitate

the language and ensure betteropicquaintance therewith.

In conclusion, the writer emphasized the role of mass media in promoting

the language and bridging the gap.between the spoken and written languages.

41,
ART EDUCAT/ON

Achievements .

7. A.R.E., Ministry of Education, Office of 'the Ministry's Adviser

for Art Education, New Developments Ocqurriqg in Art Eduoation",

(Al...Jadeed allazi Tama 'ala Al-Thrbiyah Al-PannlYyah), Cairo, 1978,

3 typewritten pages.

- Report submitted to the Center of Educational Documentation in

connection with the preparation of the annuarreport on the development

of education in 1977/78.

Beginning with the primary stage-14 education, the report indioated

the developments taking place in its curricula as-well as in the teaching
methods and eduoational aids. Regarding text book, the report mentioned

the steps taken for putting out teichereglekies-for. the fourth, fifth

and sixth years.

?

Moving'to the preparatory and secondary stages, the report described

the developments occurring in curricula of the different tyPesdof

preparatory schools (general, odern and concerned With basieiduoation)

and also the changes in the curricula of the different types of

secondary stage.

The rePort, further, dealt with teaching methods, eduoational aids

and approaches to guidance" and supervision. Referring to practical

courses which involve visits,,the report explained their aims and

methods and the'manner in which moreexperience could be aoquired.

Dealing With men and women teacher training collegess,the report

aedcribed the new developed curricula worked-put by an enlarged committee

of art education leaders after thoroughly reviewing the gaps and short-
.

comings in the special curricula.
sti

The report went on to
training colleges and
duties in supervision

4

-te

deal with the new text books used in teacher

to describe how senior inspectors exercised their

and guidance.

11 !e
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In conclusion, the report reviewed some ot-the-bbs es hindering

educational development and deacribed the manner in whiph they were

overcome.

ASSOCIATION OF TEACHING PROFESSIENB

%aka
#

6. HaggsE, El-Sayedihizk, "This is the Truth about th( Teachers'

Association", (Hazihi Hiya Al-Hageeciah fiNigabat AllMu'allimeen).

"Al-Gumhouriyah- newspaper, Cairo, 25th year, Iisue
No. 9010, (August 29, 1978), p. 5;

The writer begah his article showing the important role of the Teachers:'

Association in the Egiptiin society. and then'referred to an earlier

article pyblished on the Association.-

After mentioning the AsAfation's different sources Of income=and

pointing tO the iteas of expenditure, the wriier said that teachers

are complaining from numerous problems nonlm2f which is positively2solved

jpy the Association. He described hok headmiliers, inspectors', Directors

of Education and the Minister of Education view these problems, adding

that the Association should interfere to put an end to them...

Concluding his article', the writer oilled-for a change in the present

leadership of the Association, adqing that new ,eiections should be

held and new blood representing young teachers/Whould be injeöted in

the Association'aleadershipw.

AUD/O-VISUAL AIDS.

9. Neda, Said-Mohamed, "Closed Circuit Television Have Heft Successful

in Lailguage Teaching", (Al-Dawair Al-Televisifniyysh Al-Mughlaciah Najahat.

fi Ta'leem Al-Lughaat), "Al-Gumhoufiyel," newspaper, Cairo, 25th year,

Issue, No. 9017, (September 5, 19719, P. 9.

This article deals with the various methods for'teaching language&

offered by a number of language centers in Egypt and describes the'

ordinary and intenSive languisge teaching Session&and the duration:of

each.

S.

Z.
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Focussinki; on closed circuit television and language picnics; the'writer
said these two ri)ethods have been moot successful in language teaching.

4

showing the various levels of performance.obtainable by a student and the-
durition of study required.for attaining each level. ."

The writer then explained how langUage it taught by T.V. closed circuits

Concluding'hiearticle, the writer relAtwed the different oategories ,

of students seeking language education'being civil servants, employees
erigaged in economic and investment aativities, -housewiVes,studentaf
(boys and girls)And yomen kraduates.-'

4
AESTHETIC EDUCATION

Development

10. Osman, 'AbZa Hanafi, "The Child's Aesthetic Education", (Al.:
Tarbiymh Al-Jamaliyyah Lil-Tifl), "Al-Ahram" newsipaper, 104th yeir,
Issue No. 33481, (August 11, 1978), p. 13.

J '

-At the beginning of her article, the writer said that one of'the
functions of education is to develop and create a sense of beauty in
individuals, helping them to appreciate art and aesthetics..

, After reviewing the deficiencies in the aesthetic culture in
Egypt and pointing to the.need for appreciating beauty, the writer said
that aesthetic education should 'he spread both in the village and in :

the city.

The writer Went on fo say that naturd appreciation awakens in the child
a sense of beauty, adding that the family should develop this sense and

see to it that the chili is continuOusly exposed to beauty, especially
through.haVing a clean and well organized home, as NUbians,do.

Moving to the role of the school in aesthetici eduoation, the writer
said that' inclusion of some art wOrk in tett boolgs and setting up a
school museum wtuld be of great help in this respect. Children should
be encouraged to take part in artistic activities, maintain good appear-
arum, join picnics and exhibitions and attend panels on art, the writer

added.

In conclusion, the'writer said that other organs of the State have a
'tole to play in developing thschild's sense of beauty end in spreading
aethetic eduoation. Those organs include the information media, cultural
agencies, museums, exhibitions and public libraries.

ae,

1 3
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BASIC EDUCATION

11. Ausseini Mansoui., "Basic Ed cation: Concept and-Application",
Al-Asasi: Mafhuman bielan), "Sahifats9.444tabah";

(Libiary Magaziht), Cairo, Vol. 10, Issue No. 3, Toaober 1978), pp. 540.

blowing an introduction on the most characteristic features distinguishing
contemporary world, the writer described the scientific and technolog-

ical revolutionsAnd showed the link between knowledge and skills and
between development and work.

After pointigg to the passive elements in the Egyptian eduoational system,
the writer dwelt upon the need for libking education to employment as
two inter-complementary factors, adding that there is dire need for
adopting nvw patterns of education /inking theory to practice, science

- to life andeducation to employment.

As to the concept of basic eduoation, the writer described some of it$
A underlying pfinpiples, adding that adoption of basic education is

imperative and indicating how and when this new educational method would

be pUt into effect.

In conclusion; the writer oallea for adopting new trends in-eduoation
and new patterns which are not traditional, saying that basic education
is ideal in this reipect.

*4
. CHILD UPBRINGING

International Child's Year

12. El-Dikani, Mustafa, "What Have.We Prepared for the Egyptian Child

on thevOcoasion of the International Child's Year?", (Masa A'dadna Lil-

Tifl Al-Misri Bi-Monasabat Al-'Aamm Lil-Tifl?), "Al-Ahram"

'newspaper, Cairo, 104th year, Isoue No. 33474, (August 4, 1978), p. 1.

'This article ia concerned with the resolutions adopted by the Supreme

Council. of Child Care at its sessions of August 22, .1977 and January 23,

1978 on the contemplated plans for the International Child's Year. These
plans oall for the creation of.an eduoationalecommittee and a cultural

committee and for laying down a national plan for chAld tare covering

Social, educational, health.and cultural fields.

In the field of educational care, the Counoil decided to expand primary

education and one-class achools, to inject primary and preparatory



education with technical culture, to check dropouts and to offer school

reals in the primary stage.

In the field of social care, the writer undsrlined the importance of

establishing kindergartens and a special Directorate within the Ministry

of Education for overseeing them. the. Council also devised... plan f6r.the

handicapped and juveniles.

The Council's resolutions,in the fields of culture and informRtion call .

for a plan whereby religious concepts are implanted in pupils', a series

of educational books are issued for children, a special theatre for

children is established and children's radio and TY programmes are

developed.

Problems

13. Abul''Ela, Sayed, "'Your Son at School for the First Time", (Ibnik

fil-Madrasah Li-Awwal Marrah), "Al-Gumhouri h" newspaper, Cairo, 25th

year, Issue No. 9028, (September 16, 19 P. 9.

In this article, the writer attempted to direct the mother on how to

help her child overcome the initial difficulties faced upon going to

Apchool for the first time,until he gets acclimatized to the new school

v-atmosphere.

The writer explained the mother's approach if herf`child is of the bold

and self-confident tyPe and if the child is'timid and introvert ini which

case the adventure of going to school would be more difficult to assimilate.

Dealing with the causes which make a child hate the school, the writer

showed how this situation may be met, pointing to the role of the mother

as well as the school in approaching this problem.

In conclusion, the writer emphasised the roles of punishment and reward

in solving such problems.

4

Ca4MITIEES

Constitution of

14. A.R.E., LogiSlationS, Lain, Regulations ... ste.,

Resolution No. 160 Da Se tember 21 198 in Conneoti with the

ConstitutiototaCmmiteefoxl-eo At irs st the Ministry s

Centimil Wiwir;,-CairO,-titinit-Orthi Minister,
Ministry of Education,

197#, 2 stenpil pages.

a
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The first of the six articles, comprising this ResolUtion, proVides for

the procedure to be fo4owed in conatitutiiv a'Committee for Employee

Affairs 'at the Ministry of Eduoition's Central Office.

Article 2 defines the role of the Personnel Maneger in this ComMittee and

describes the procedure to be followed ih event the Com4ttee's4theirmen

is abaent.

The third article.makes reference to the Ministerial Resolution No. 47

of 1978 as regards the Committee's funOtions and powers.

The Committee's monthlY meetings and the circumstancei under which suCh

meetings are .deemed.valid are set forth in Article 4.

The Deputy Minister of Education is authorized by Article 5 to aprove

,the Committee's Resolutions.

I 'The sixtp and last article in concerned with the Resolutions'lmplementi-

tion and effective date.

15. A.R.E. Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc., IMinisterial

Resolution No. 161 Dateilliptendernectit211inCooniiththe
Constitution of tthe EgyptianionNatommtheUnited World -

Colleges whioh Grant an Inttetnational 4a0oalaureat CortificateTairro,

Cabinet of the Minister, Ministry of Education, 1978, 3 stencil pages.

The Resolution oomprises tour articles. The first prescribes the manner-

in which the Egyptian National Committee for the United World ,Colleges

is constituted and lists its members and positions.

Article 2 specifies the Committeeistfunctions'and responsibilities whieh

include: furtherance of the objectives of the Internetional Orgenisation

for United World Colleges,idelegating stddents to study in its colleges

anddetermining their number, arranging for thellpayment of the Subscription

due to the Organisation and taking the necessary steps for the grant of

scholarships.
,

The third article deals with the number of meetings held annually by the "

Commrtiee and the procedure for holding extraordinary meetings.

The fourth and last article deals with the implasentation and enforcement

of the Resolution.

10



06RPREHENS/VE SCHOOLS,
A

Ratabliehment of

1-1 16. A.R.E., Legislatiomm, Laws, Pegulations. IMinisterial
Resolutign No. 151,Pated Saptember_Aumgja_gagestion with the EstabT
'nehmen of aCom henjqeiL_SegeondaSch-an-Tanta and the Transforma-

. tion of El-Shaheed Abdul Moneim Ri
into a Comprehensive Secon4arachool Cairo, Cabinet of the Minister,
rinistry of Education, 1978, 2 stencil pages.

.$

This Resolution comprises six articles and two appendices.
'

Article 1 provides for the establishment of a:comprehensive secondary
school in Tinta and defittes its name.

*
The.Mecond artiple deals with the transformation of ,E1-Shaheed 'Abdul
NoneiM 'Riad Secondary School fo'r Boys in Suhag into a comprehensive school.

Article 3 listed the subjects and praotical coursei which are 'to be taught
both schools and which are detailed in the attached appendices,

authorizing both-schools to add or delete new fields:of education, depending
on the community's needs.

.

By virtue of Artitle 4, the two ,comprelgensive schools were subjected to
the provizions of Law No.468 of 39168 giverning public eduoation and all
implementing regulations'issued thereunder.

.

Article 5 stimaated that both schools,cemmence studies in the /school
year 1978/79 Iiind comply with the new plan set for them:

The sixth and last article prOvides for the publioatiOn of the Resolution
in the Official Gazette and-specifies its effective date;

t
The first of the two attached Appendices sets fotth the Tractioal fields
of study approved for 4oth schools, while th'e second gives the 1978/79
syllabus for howdy' eoonaaryliachools.

s

1

I.
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CURRICUIA

Environmental Education

*_

17. A.R:E., National Council for Eduoational Research, "Recommendat ons
on_the Extent to which Cmcepts of".EnyirOnmental Eduoation Are
General Education, Curricula with.lacIal Emphasis on Stu i the Cu rioula
of-rifth YearPrimary,and First Year Secondary Classes as Sample
awslyaat hiWla rada Tawafur Mafaheem Al-Tarbiyah Al-Etiiyyah fi Manahij

Al-Ta'leem Al-',Aamm ma' Al-Tarkeez 'ala Dirasat Manahij AlSaffaih Al-
Khamis Al-Tbtidaei Wal-Awwal Al-Thanawi K4-'Aryenahl, Cairo, 1978, 41
stencil pages.

Ponowing an-introduction on the 'extnt of interest shown by scientis
and educatom in env.ironmental studi 3, the document reported that soc al
and environniental topfcs have been incorporated in school curricula,
thanks to (the National Council for Educational Research whidh drew up a
developed currrcula in collaboration with educational experts.

The document explained the'concept and principles of environmental eduoation
as wep. as the aims sought from incorporating ecological subjects in the
currilcula of the three stages of'general education, then mentioned the
justifications foeselecting two clpisies as sample for research work.

After reviewing the enviironmental topics contained in the sample's curricula,
the.document made nee suggestions for revising such curricul4 with a view #

to emphasizing the'ecological concept. General recommendations were also
drawn up for adoption in Vie various educational stages represented by
the sample..

elw

Philosophy fiand. Civics in Secondary Schools - Achievements
or

18. A.R.E., Ministry of Eduoation, Office of the Adviser for Philosophy
and Civics, "New DevelopEpp(slaimgamlisitilosou.CLAILJIfse (Al-
Jadeed Al-Mdwa-dd Al-Faleafiyyahial-Qa)wmiyyah, Cairq,
1978, 2 mole.

- Report submitted to the Center of Eddcational DocuMentation in aonneotion
with the preparation of the annual rePort on eduoational development In
Egypt in 1977/78. _

Following.a review ot the'steps taken for developing the curricula of
philosophical subjects (philoaophy,.logic and psychology) in general
technical/secondary education and the relevant ohafiges made in text

#

-sz

s
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fend teachere' gt4dee, the report elaborated on2the developed gurricula.of
educational principles, psychology and civics'atfected in' men and women
teacher training colleges in preparation for the new eduoational plans
iontemplated for these colleges.

At regards teaching methods, educational aids and text books, the report
made a general survey of the" steps taken in this respect both in secondary
schools and teacher/training colleges. Mention was made of numeroys aoademic
books which have been examined to determine their suitability as reference-
miterial to students and as useful guide to teachers for developing the
educational process.

The report then,:reviewed the reoommendations emanating from the training
programmes organited in the course of the year for philosophy, edUcation
and psychology inspectors and teachers and indicated the extent to which
'such recommendations may be put to practice in future years.

In conclusion, the report referred to the major probleps faced in the
teaching of philosophy and related subjects as well as the problem of
shortage'in technical guidance bodies, mentioning the steps taken for
overcomIng these problems.

See also!'19.'

DEMOGRAMIC EDUCATION
A

Curricula

Oir

19. ,Ahmed, Parghali Gad, "Demographic Eduoation A Basic School:
Sub4ect", (Al-TarbiyahAl-Sukkanlyyah Maddth Asasiyyah), "Al-OuMhourirth"
newspaper,,Cairo, 25th year, issue No.48986, (August 5, 1978),-p. 5.

Following an indication of the 4ierious nature of the population problem
in the world in general and in Egypt in particular and an indication of
the present rate of increase in .births in Egypt and the anticipated rate
in the year 2000, the writer stressed the need for fimily planning, adding
that a practical plan should be devised in this respect.

After stating thit family planqing centers have failed in performing
their task, he turned to demographic education as an effective means fop
mokening students to the racts of the population problem.

In the opinion of the.writer, the curriculum of demographic eduoation
in Egyptian schools should deal with concepts like births, deaths and

`

<A.
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*
prot/ems of family life, multiplication and chi/gbirth and

family Planning, in addition to concepts on the environmental factors which
would focus on the iMportance of interaction between man and enirironment
and on the consequences of any disequilibrium between the rates of popula-
tion growth and those of economic and social development.

In this respect, the writer mentioned that a developed curricula of
demographic edacatton hts been adopted in Egypt in some schools ts from
the academic. year 1975/76, adding that, as a first step, demographic
educatiqn should be treated as a separate subjeot taught in all men and
women.teacher training cqlleges, Azhari institutes of teachers and faculttes
of education. Then follows a stage in which the subject is introduced in
all levels of education.

DROPOUTS

Primary Schools

20. Salama, fbrahlt, "Utilization of the Group Method in Estimating the
(Volume of Dravtijand the Avera:e Number of Student Yeareln the Primary
SIte in EaRt", (Istikhdaam Tariqat Al-Fawi fi Thqdeer Haim Al-Ttsarrub
Wa-Mutawassit Al-Sanawaat Al-TUllabiyyth Edl-MarhalthIA1-Ibtidaiyyth fi
Misr), by Ibrahim Salome,' Ahmed Ftthi Mustafa and Ypussef Sabri 'Atiyya,

.Cairo, Ain Shams University, 1976, 26 pages.

Following an introduction in which the writers emphasized the importance
in any study on eduoational economies of determining the cost per graduate
in any given stage of.education and after reviewing the factors involved
in determining such coat, the writers concentrated on dropouts as being the
most important factor.

They went on to say thtt there are three methods,for oalculating dropouts,
namely: the primitive method, trle methods based an a model'of a stabilized
society and the methods depending on.data collected from an artificial

e-group.

After describing the method used in 1ieir r rch, the writers mentionod
their cOnclusions on the percentage of dropout n the second and fourth
years primary, their percentage in the sixth year'is compared to that of
the seCond and fourth years, the average number of years Which a student
spends in the primary stage to which'is added the number of lost years by
reison of failure for the second time in the.sixth yetr and, Itstly, the
number of yeari spent by a dropout in the primary school.

14



7:-+hen follow 19 statistical thbles containing dAt on pupils going to school
il for the fiest time in the iChool

years 1966/67 t rough 1970/71,,the total
1161, number of registered and externhl pupiii sitting or Primary Certificateexaminations in 1971/72-1975/76, the number of dropouts in the sixth year

and the nate of failure in the foirrth year among the smbdel group.
The writers concludef their research with an indication of the mathematicalequations used in compiling theIr tables.

A list of Arabic and foreign references used'in the research is appended.

4

1. t1ohamed, Sa'id 'Abdul Paqsud, "Statistical Survey of the Problem ofDropouts in the Primary Stale Based on_a Sample of Schools in the Ruraland Urban Regions of the Arab Republic cljEmEr, (Dirasah Ihsaiyyah Li-Fushkilat Al-Tasarrub fil-Marhalah Al-Ibtidaiyyah fit 'Ayyenah min Al-Vadares fi Reef Wa-Hadar Jumhuriyyat Visr Al-'Arabiyysh), by Sa'ldMaqsud MOhamed, Ahmed 'Ebada Sarhan and Ahmed Fathi-Mustafa, Cairo,'Ain Shams University, 1978, 13 pages:

The survey began.with an introduction in whieh the authers stated that-education is an investment proceis-in which the elements of waste aredropouts, repeats and deaths.
,

Then followed a review of the major research undertaken earlier on theproblem of dropouts in the primary stage in Egypt and a description ofthe present research, including the methods used in selecting its sampfe,the size of. the sample and the Governorateb from which it was selectedand the method used by the writers in elaborating thelr topic.
A comparison was made between the definition given to dropouts by-theMinistry of Education and the one adopted by the authors.

The author's conclusions were subsequently given.

Five tables are appended to this reiearch giving the percentages ofdropouts according to Gov'ernorates, environment, sex and rural and urbapregions.1

A bibliographical list of Arabic and foreign books consulted by the authorsAppeared at the end of the resealvh.

2 I
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EDUCATION

Development of
,

22. AlUwaini, Mohamed 'Al1, "Education's Rele in SoCiaiist.Democratic
.Praotice", (DawriAl-Ta'leem fil-Tatbeeq Al-Ishtiraki Al-Dimograti),"Al-Ahram" newspaper, Cairo, 104th year, Issue No.57090, (August 20,V.# P. 7.

In an introductory qote to his article, the writer emphasized the impOrtanceof education, cited its role in the country's progress and called fOrdirecting more attention to the educational process in Egypt both as to .quantity and as to quality and showing more interest in the tehchers'well-being.

After explaining that the 1952 Revolution has been instrumental in spreading._and popularizing education, the writer said that such widespread popularityhas been accompanied by problems sugh as scarcity of equipment, emergenceof the phenanenon of widespread private tutoring, law standard of graduatsesand expansion in private education.

Dealing with universities, th writer said that the academic and culturallevel of graduates has suffe ed as a result of.the policy of makingadmission cóhtingent,upon the grades realized by students in the generaladcondary certificate, admitting large numbers in universities and en- 'countering acute shortage in teaching bodies aqg equipment.

Emphasizing the need for promoting Egyptian educs)ion and putting an,endto the problems,from which it suffers, the writer explained the potentialresults of Arabizing education in private schools, enhancing interest inforeign language teaching, subjecting secondary school graduates topsychological teats and iiiterviews in addition to theirivores beforeadmitting them in unixersities, boosting university budgets, directing moreattention to the welfare of teaching.bodies in schools and universitiesand linking education to the type of employment opportunities in theenvironment.

%.1

1'

Fconomics of

23. A.R.E., National Council of Eduoation, $cientific Research andTechnology, Sub-committee or Public Eduoation and Training, "Survey' ofthe Economics of Public Education°, (Dirasat IgtisadiyyaatAl- )2 Cairo, 197,53745 pages:

Report submitted io the Council's Committee on Eduoation Economies.
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Following an introduction on the tims sought 4om btudying ale economics
of eduCation in general, the report dealt withr the volume of expendituron education, the meant for financing educational expenditure, the th.ct.-1;eof correlation 'involved M the relations, cost-wise, existing between
pupils, teachers and-school buildings and equipment.

The report is subitlequently divided intc; two parts

The first part deals with the economic EWpect to an educational institution
in Egypt..It contains a survey of the internal efficiency of schools, the
inter-relations between the various elements comprising educational costs
and the manner in whi.Ch such costs are financed.

Part 2 contalns an analysis'of the economic ue of ucation. This
involves a study of the impact of the educat nal s tem on manpower
productivity and on the ability to meet the d on manpower at all
jop levels. A further review is,made of the impact 'of educational expenses
on the distribution of national income and also of the-extent to which
education contributes)owards eeonomic development. An attempt is made in
this Part to plan,a system of edudation which realizes all educational
aims.

Some statistical data are appended to this survey. These show ihe develop-
ment of educational expenditure'in the Arab Republic of Egypt during the
period 1964A5 through 1978 as well as the ratio between such expenditure
and national income and services budgetary Appropriations. Comparative
figures are given between educational expenditure in Egypt and world
expenditure on corresponding purposes in 1973.

A number of appendices are attached to the report. These deal with Egypt's
national income and national production, with an explanation of their
respective concepts, comparative expenditure on education in Egypt and
in some'ather coUntries in 1973, proceeds of fees and subscriptions payable
in the various stages and types of education and, lastly, comparative
figures of expenditure on salaries and current expenses as related to the
Ministry of Education's budget.

Problems of

24. El-Naggarn Hussein Pawzi, "Towards a Revolution in Education;
Problems of Education in Egypt", (Nem a Thawrah fil-Tt'leem; Muihkilaat
Al-Th'leem fi Misr), "Al-Shabab Wa.'Ulum Al-Mustacjbal" magazine, 2nd year,
Issue No. 1, (August 1973), pp. 62-66.
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Before studying and classifying educational pqblems in Egypt, the writer
reviewed the present status of education and the philosophy guiding it.He also reviewed the aims of education and showed how theyl'elate toEgypt's present circumstances and to the increased need to educated people.

1)Moving to the-system of education, the writer explained the changes ithad undergone and the obstscles it faces, showing how these obataclesrelate to socio-economic pi4oblems. He added that education is always in-fluenced by the country's political order.

The writer went on to say that pi,oblems of education should be defined andstudied within two contexts: the first context pertains to the aim of/
education and consists'of eradication of illiteracy and directing educdtion
towards building the individual and the society. The second context pertainsto the means for realizing this aim which consists in the establishment of
an educational system capable of achieving this aim.

In dealing with the components of education, the writer reviewed the
educational programs and curricula froothe lowest step of tiqg ladder lko
to its hit.Lhest step, saying that the instrument of education lies in threethings: the administration, the teacher and the school.

Moving to the problem of illiteracy, the writer said this problem is the
biggest obstacle to education in Egypt. After reviewing the efforts exerted
by the State to eradicate illiteracy, the writer presented his proposals
to eradicate illiteracy, underlining, in this respect,-the role to be
played by all governmental and non-governmental bodies. The Ministry of
Educationrihould play the leading role in this field, the mriter added.

25. Mahmoud, Hafez, "Hot Indices in the Educational Direction", (Al-
Muashiraat Al-Sakhinah fi Masaar.Al-Th'leem), "Al-Gumhourizan!' newspaper,
Cairo, 25th Year, Issue No. J991, (Aukust 10, 1978), p. 9.

.

After drawing a distinction between overall planning and detailed planning
and indieating the latter's importance in education, the writer reviewed
some statistics released by the National Council of Education and commented
on four types of indices contained in them.

The first and second indices deal with the high rate of admission in tho
first, year primary as compared to the very low rate of those who continue
studying till the level of the sixth year primary. Here, the writer
emphasized the need for depicting the causes of the-large number of
dropoUts in the primary stage saying that rural schools and,one-class
schools have a roleli play in overcoming this problem.



The third index consists of the high rate of sucneeding pupils in theGeneral Seeondary Certificate examination and its impact on admAssion in
universities.,In the opiniotrof the writer, room should be provided in
some faculty or institute for all succeeding'students, adding that that
higher education should emphasize the practical side of sttidies and,new
departments and sections should be opened By way of example, he mention4dthat the Department of Geography in the Faculty of Arts has recently
undergone changes to emphasize the practical aspect of its studies.

The fourth and last index.is the high rate of external pupils (i.e.
pupils who apply for examination .from home and not from a regular school)-
adding that attention should be pald.to overcoming the problems of thiscategory of pupils.

26. Embabi, Mohamed, "Problems Examineeby the Ministry of Education at
the Commencement of the New School Year", (Mashakil Tabhathuha Wizarat
Al-Ta'leem ma' Badu Al-'Aamm "Akhbar Al-Yom" newspaper,
Cairo, 34th year, Issue No. 1759, (September 30, 1978), p. 5.

In this article, the writer reported on his interviews with Ministry of
Education's Undersecretaries in Governorates, Directors of Educational
Administrations and Directorates and headmasters, in which problems eoin-.
ciding with the commencement of-the academic year were discussed.

The first problem:is the shortage.in the.teaching staff. Headmasters made
.a number of proposals on the proper approach to this problem.

The-second problem concerns school buildings and faculties. In some cases
new buildings have to be constructed while in other cases, existing buildings
need major repairs. There Ls also lack of space in schools oWing to density
of classes and to the nonexistence of storerooms for storing articles an4
tools, theatres And social activity halls.

The third and last problem covered in this press report is the lack of
possibilities. The writer pointed to the role of Governorates ghd local
councils in self financing.the'required possibilities. The Ministry's--
role!is mentioned as a. last resort.

EDUCATION OF DEPRIVED RURAL CHILDREN
.

27. 'Aimed, 'Ali Fuad, "The Rural Child", (Al-Tifl Ai-Reefi), "Al-Ahrale
newspaper, Cairo, 104th year', Issue No. 33474, (August 4, 1978), p. 12.
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Dealg.ing with rUral children, the Writer.menioned their nUmber in prpportion A
,to EgyPtian children, and rei/iewed the social and psychologic0.1 character-is,tics.w4ch distinguish,the rural child from his colleaguellevrban areas.
The writer'explained how these characteristics are influenced by social1ntegrat1o44,vastness of land and values and beliefs.,

Reviewing t various kinds of deprivation from which rUral childrensuffe, th4wr1ter said that.deprivation is felt in all fields, including1,opportunit1es, social situations with which a Child deals',sociI aYrices and culture.

The wri&r held the' family, the provincial councils, the governmentalagencies,';the school and the educated leaders in the village responsiblefor this'deprivation.

-Concluding his article, the writer said that teachers in rural regionsshould perform their task in all honesty and efficiency until all aspectsof deprivation from which rura4,children
suffer are completely wiped out.

0

-

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION

26. ' Tewfik,\Awad,
"Data Networks", (Shabakaat Al -Ma'lumaat),'"SahifatAl -Maktabahj,,(Library

Magazine), Cairo, Vol. 10, Asue No. 3, (October-077,--ipp. 21:-37.
,

..
, .'Following an introduction on the keen interest being shown in datanetworks, the writer divided his article into three parts.

* The first part contained a quick glance at data networks. The 'writerdescribed these networks and the developments undergone by them giving thereasons warranting their establishment.

The writer also described the eteps involved in establishing data networks,the factors influencing them, their general characteristics, the reasonsprompting countries to join data networks and the seevices rendered bythem.

Part 2'introduced some data networks operating on a national, regional andinternational levels.

The third part explained Egypt's position as regardm educational data -networks. These networks, the writer add6d, constitute a winAew through) which Egypt could follow any new development in education and educational
,

systems and adopt any useful information for developing its own.educationalsystem with due .regard to the
envi.ronmental,rteeds and.characteristics.

)
C)
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In conclusion, the writer described the steps involved in estRblishingan educational data network in Egypt on sound bases.

EDUCATIONAL PLANS

The Open Day.

29. Fehrez, Zeinab Mahmor "The Open Day", (Al-Yaum Al-Maftuh), Cairo,National Council of Educa ion, Scientific Research and Technology, '1978,5 pages.

Following an introduction on school function as distinguished from thefunction of information media and other cultural bodies, now that( thechannels of knowledge and culture have become numerous, the writer said'
that the Whole idea of ah "open day" in school came about as a result ofthe need f6r linking theory to practice, utilizing sound teaching methodsand rectifying 41e general trend of the educational process.

The wrillber tl)en defined the concept of a school open-day, explained its
aims, advantages and different forms and dealt with the areas of activitycovered on such day whether or not related to curricula.. Pointing to therequirements in selecting fields Of activity.and work on the open day,
the writer emp1as4ed the'need for giving due consideration to the abilities,
circumstances and requirements both of the colamvnity and of pupils.

Then followed a description of the manner in which open day activities care organized,and oarried out. with full usi made of all possibilities
available in the school and in therivironment. She gave a list of the
elements involved in,this proceSS.

a

Concluding her paper, the writer described the-new ideas regarding openday practices in our present.time, comparing them to the concept andfeatures of openAlay as practiced in s) ome Egyptian schools in previouseras. -

.*3 EDUCATTONAL IIANNINg

Elements

30. El-Shal, Mahmoud El-Nhbawi, "Planning forl-the Teaching Process",
(Al-Takhteet ti-'Amallyyat Al-Tadrees), "Al-Rayed" magazine, 23rd year,Issue No. 3, (September 1978), pp. 38-40.

.2 7
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After underlining the role of planni'ne in any.rclforM A.M. in the imprevemcetof the educational
process, th'e writer mentioned the ruleA and prinoipleswhich insure the successful pursuance of a plan. The writer alao describedthe manner in which educational needs are actually detetmined before aplan is devised on the basis of such needs.

Dealing with elements of.planning in the educational
process, the writercited the teacher as the basic element in any such planning. Then hedescribed the characteristics, qualities, abilitiet§ and aptitudes of asuccessful teacher who knows how to handle'situations and tackle problems.

The second element in the educational planning is the atudent who constitutesthe, principal axis around which the educational process revolves. Here,the writer pointed to the dut_ies of the competent authorities and of thosewho are interested in youth, towards arming the student
with.everythingwhich helps him to graw in all'respects.

'Educational aids are the Last element in educational planning: The writershowed how useful such aids are in improving the educational process anddescribed the principles.involved in selecting suitable educational aids $possessiag all required features.

In conclusion, the writer dealt with the systems of,evaluation as,animportant element in reforming the educational system in'Egypt. Hedesceibed the aims sought from evaluation and-showed the ideal mahner inwhich such aims could, adequately, be achieved through evaluation.

EDUCATIONAL,POLICY

31. Darweesh, Yahya Hassan, "Opinion or4 the Policy of Education", (Ratlyfi'Siyasat AleTa'leem), "Al-Shabab
Al-tilustagkal" magazine, Cairo,2nd year, Issue No. 2, (September 1978)7 5. 60.

.

After pointing out that national.education is closely linked with thetraining of technicians in all sectors and at all levels and afterstressing the_ need for resting the educational policy on the ideologyadopted"by the State, the writer commented on the present educationalpolicy in Egypt, emphasizing the importance of-availing nationals ofeducational opportunities.

The writqr then called for an internationalization of education in Egyi4through making u&e of the experience of educators and leaderp of othersectors in Egypt and also from the experiece of Arab and international ,
,

4
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experts, thus drawing up an
educational-policy which is national in nature

but international is some of its features, similar to what Japan has c.one
in Asia.

'

.;

EDUCATIONAL PSYCEOIDGY
32. Mahfuz, Suhair Anwar, "Relation bet4een Feedback and Self Evaluation",
('Ilaqat Al-taghziya.h Al-Murtaddah Bil-Taqweem

Depa;iMent
of Educational

Psychology, FacUlty of
Education,,'Ain Shams University,

1g7o. 218 pages + appendices.

- Dissertation
subcitted to the Department of Educational

Psychology-of
the Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University for obtaining the Degree
of M.A, in Psychology.

This dissertation fails in tt4o parts comprising six chapters.
Part12, oomprising the first three chapters, is devoted.to a theoretical
study.

-The first eAaptesets forth the problem at hand and explains its various
dimensions.

Chapter 2 draws up the theoretieal framework and explains the meaning of
salt-evaluation, the concept of feedback and its early roots and the
theoretioal interpretation of individuals'

reaction to evaluation by
other people.

the third chapter gives a review of earlier studies conducted on the same
subject.

Part 2 is devoted to an experimental Study.

In.her fourth chafiter, the writer identified hee sample and explained the
methods uded in her resear and in processing the data obtab5ed.
The writer'e

conclusions are expounded in Chapter 5. In the sixth chapter,
she analysed

these conclusions;
outlined her research and suggested

related topics forfuture research work.

1,

. Then followed a bibliographtml list of Arabic and English reference 'books
consulted by the writer as well salt number of indices, covering threeaccomplishment tests conducted by her.An analysis of these tests is given;
shoging the number of those who gave correct answers to the questions
c:aontained in the accomplishment tests' and the frequedcy distribution of

- the objective
gradegi obtained by the sample in the three tests.

9 9.4
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Youth

33. Kusbah, Tails. Mohamed, "IntrOduction to th'e Personality of Youth",(Vadkhal ila Shakhsiyyat Al-Shab&ib), "Al-Shabab Wa.'Ulum.A1-Mustaqbal" .magazine, ..3airo,'lst year, Issue No. 12, (Ja..iTY 3:4575)7-PP.-157.

At the beginning 13f his article, the writer said that any attempt to dealwith youth should be preceded by a thorough study of their conduct andpsydhological characteristics.

Before moving to h discussion of youth's role in .the society, the writer*described the psyChological and bchavioural.characteristics of young men,saying that youth are inclined to assert themselves and their independent'entities, adding that with wise,leadership, sound education and healthyorientation youth may be directed to serve the aims of the society.
1The writeT underlined the role of the family, school, club and socialorganizations and bodies in helping youth develop.

After indicatinthat behavioural changes are acontinuous educationalprocess, the writer explained'the
requirements for effecting such changesand emphasized the role of the school, institute and agencies concerned,with youth care in looking after youth in school, outside the school andin their leisure time.

Concluding his article, the writer said that the youth are capable of.producing) working and contributing to Egypt's economic, social andcultural. development.

See also: 145, 146, 147.

EDUCATIONAL FtEFORM

34. Soliman, 'Abdul 'Aziz, "'Our Sufferings and Hopes Put before the NewPolitichl.Party", (Aalamuna Wa-Aamaluna ft nuwajakiat Al-Hizb Al-Jadeed),"Al-Ouithourtyah" neWspaper, Cairo; 25th year, Issue No.'8993,.(August 12,A

The, formation of the new pOliticil party, the National Democratic Party,prompted the writer to express the hope that ih performing its task, itwould start by surveying Egypt's problems on a scientific basiis in orderto find proper solutions for-them.
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These surveys should cover the areas of education, health and agriculture,'the writer added.

Moving to tIle subject of education, thp writer .said that due regard shouldbe given to accommodating the society's needà to manpower. Here, he citedexailpies of the different vocations and crafts needed ,by the society.
Dealing with the problem of illiteracy, the rfiter said that educationshould be capable Of handling it. Edueation should also play a leadingrole in enlihtening people about the.problems of faadly planning and inguiding them on raising their health and cultural standards.

, 4In the opinion of the'writer, 'education should cease being financially,administratively and technically centralized. Each Governorate shouldassume full responsibility for all educational matters in its territory,the writer said adding that this would generate. healthy competition between
.

Governorates and enhance educational progress in them all.1

Concluding his article, the writer said that the new political party wouldstcceed in bringing:about ,the much desired social, economic and politicaltransfortaation of Egypt.

35. Tewfik; Mamdouh, "The New Party and the Building of Man", (Af-HizbAl-Jadeed Wa-Binaa.A1-Insaan), "Al-Ahram" newspaper, Cairo, 104th year,tssue No. 334G4, (August 14, 197-07 p. 7.

Following an introduction in which the writer said that the building ofman reflects-on the society and helps the
newly-restablishcd NationalDeMocratic Party to attain its ends in developing the EP:feisty, the writerurged the Party to make its ideas known to and,understood by the massesif their attitudes are tp be changed. le explained thd role of education,culture and awareness,in building the Egyptian man and changing his attitudes.

The writer went on to say that educational efforts should be directedtowards raising the standard of young men and teaching them to be,honestand sincere and to adopt the democratic way Of life.

Dealing with the problem of illiteracy, he saifi the new,political partymust confront and wipe out this national scou,1age.

The writer advocated the view.that vocatlonal and training institutes andcenters should be expanded so as to absorb students immediately after theweparatory qtage of education in order that the.standard of agriculture
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and industry in Egypt nay be raised. Tie ealled Tor the establishment ofthe necessary criteria in order to check.admission
in,higher institutes.

CoLcluding his article, the writer daid that-all members of the Egyptianpeople Should receive vocational peorprofessional training in their leiSuretime,

-S

35. "Principles and'General Rules Contained in the National DemocraticParty's Programme", :Al-Mabadi Wal-Usus Al-'Aammah Li-Barnamaj Al-HizbAl-Watani Al-Dimocirati), "Al-Ahram" newspaper, Cairo, 104th year, IssueNo.- 33436, (Augusts 16, 1978), pp. 6-7.

The full text of the National Democra ic Party's' Programme is published in"Al-Ahram" newspaper with all the,prin iples and general rules containedtherein.

yolkOn the subject of education and scientific research, the Party's Programme.emphasized that the function of education is to build the Egyptian Man.The Programme-mentioned the different factors to be taken into account inreconAidering the educational,policy.

Special e4has1s in the-Programme is laid on the principle of free educationin all State-owned
educational institutions, on inculcating ppiritual and .

national values in atudents, on linking edueation to the economic andSocial development plan, onrpromoting educational plans and programmes,on directing great attention to the Arabic language and on formulatinga permanent poliey for traini.ng teachers.

The Party's Programme contains principles arid general rules"dealing withzeneral education in the pre-university level," technical education:privateeducation, eradication of illiteracy and adult education,
university educa-.tion, scientific research and technology and Al-Azhar University andaffiliated institutes.

37. Bukhari, Sayed Ahmed, "Features ofjducational Reform", (Malamih.Li-Islah Al-Ta'leem), "Al-klumhouriyah" newspaper, Cairo, 25th year, IssueNo. 9004, (Avgust 23, 19737p. 5.

Emphasizing ihe importance of reforming EgyPtian education, the writersaid that immediate steps should be taken in planning for such reformwithoutkmating for the removal of war scourages and the liberation ofEgyptian territories.
A

r,

f
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Reviewing the problems which constitute a challenge to any reform, the
writer mentioned illiteracy, failure of primary education in checking
illiteracy, failure of the preparatory stage in meeting the society's
needs, inadequate planning and statistics and lack of spiritual, moral
and social,education in universities.

The writer emphasized that-reforn] must be comprehensive and not confined
to changes in curricula. He said, the whole eduCational ladder should be
changed, indicating justifications thereto'and the system that can be
accepted. In the opinion of the writer, primary education curricula

Aeshould be so concentrated as to permit pupils to absorb them in four
years.

Concluding his article, the writer said that Egypt should finish with the
era of indoctrination and memorization and start a new era of auditing
and self-educatron.

.

3 ,. Soliman, Abdul. 'Aziz, "Reforming the Educational System in Egypt")
(Isiah Nizaam Al-Ta'leem fi Misr), "Al-Rayed" magazine, 23rd year, Issue
No. 3, (SepteMber 197'3), pp. 12-13.

Explaining his views on the educational reform required in Egypt, .the
writer said that the present conditions of education are in need ()fa.
virtual revolutions adding that such reform would have its bearing on
all aspects Of social, political and economic life.

Expounding on the proposed revolution; the writer said that's. clear-cut
plan.should be laid down indicating the propbrtions of such revolution,
with due regard to the aims of education and its role in providing the
human resources required by Egypt at the gresent stage.tIft this connection,
he emphasized that education should be directed tpwardi producing qualified
cateories of skilled and trained Labourers, 'tecfinicians, craftsmen and
specialists ip all domains.

the opinion of the writer, secondary education should be diVided
into branches, following a general stage in which pupils learn cultural
.subjects of s.general nature. Proposed branches for majoring are intended
tO produce craftsmen, technologists and acsdemicians. Students desiring
'to proceed with further Specialized studies oan go to universities.

Concluding his article, the writer advanced his opinion.in the
necessity for change and the great moral couragerequired for effecting
it.
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EDUCATIONMTIESEARCH

Dropbuts in Primary Sohools

39. A.R.E., National Council tor Educational Research, Norld_Pank's
Project on the Basic-Functions of Primary Education arid the Extent to
which Dropouts Retain Them; A Detailed Report on the ProjjiTi-fiaial
Stage, (ashrour Al-Bank Al-Dawli hawla Al-Luhimmat A1-Asasiyyah.fil-

.

Ta'leem Al-lbtidaei Wa Mada Ihtifaaz man Yatrukun Al-Madrasah biha;
Tacirir Dafin 'an.A1-Narhalah Al-Ula Lil-Mashrou') Cairo, 1978, Varied
numbbring.

In its intrbductory note, this document outlined the idea behind,the
World Pank project and pointed to the anticipated results of this project.

Vollowirv; a surAary of the aeTeement concluded between the National
Council-of Educational Research and Wopld Bank on the execution of tiiis
project, the document explained the steps taken, for conducting the survey
contemplated 1r the agreement. These steps include the selection of a
sample for carilying out the' exploratory survey, the preparation of the
Suevey's tools, the application of such tools to the exploratory sample
and the correction of skill and.intelligence tests.

The document also described the steps taken for preparrng and circulating
three questionnaires4draling with the ecodomic, social and educational
factors influencing tik problem of dropouts.

After reviewing the work done by the Centee's statistical team in .prepara-
tion for the hppliCation of tests on a large scale, the documentreproducecl
excerptsq'rom four Ph.D. and'M.A. dissertations dealing with,the peoblem
of dropouts in Egyptian primary schools.'

Preparatory ahd

Language. Adviser, 'Repor

Al-Lughah Al-Ingliziyya
'Aammah), Cairo; 1978,

ELIGLISH.IANGUAGE

General Secondary Schools - Achievements

Education, Cabinet of the Ministry's English
on the Develo ent of lish a e Teaching
Secondary Schools , Tacireer an Tatweer Tadrees
1-Madares Al-I'dadiyyah Wal-Thanawiyyah Al-

typewritten pages.

- Report submitted to the Center of Educational Documentation in connection
with the preparation of the annual report on the development of Educatiyn
in Egypt in:1977/r_;;
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Following an introduction on the general aims sciught from teaching
English in both preparatory and general secondary schools, the report
reviewed the present curricula and the teaching methods now'applied by.
teachers, explaining the advantages of each of the different teachltg
methods, but focu6sing on the method of situations. The report dealt at
length with tis method, explained it and showed how pupils uould
benefit from it.

On the subject.of new text books, the report emphasized the importance of
language drills'contained.therein and pointed out the new usages Of
educational aids which are moat functional in teaching languages in
general and English in particular..

Moving to examinations, the report explained .the modern methods of 'objec-
tive tests, showing their effectiveness in measuring pupils' abilities.

In Conclusion, the report gave a reviewHof some problems facing schools
in litriguaje teaching, indicating the manner in which they were tackled.

ERADICATION OF ILLITERACY'

41, 1-NA6-gar, Hussein Fawii, "Towards a Revolution in Education: From
Literacy Campaigns to Basic Education", (Nhhwa Thawrah fil-Ta'leem;
Min Mahwu Al-UMmiyyah ila Al-Ta'leem Al-Asasi), "Al-Shabab Wa-'Ulum
Al-Mustaqbal" magazine, Cairo, 1st year, No. 2, (September 1978),
pp. 51-5.

This article is concerned with the problem of illiteracy in Egypt'and the
need to recruit the.educated young Men in fighting illiteracy, this being
'a tax owed to the State from all eduoated people.

After explaining how developed and developing countries allocate.fUnds
for wiping out illiteracy, the writer said that literacy programmes
should be flexible and ihdividuals should have some measure of freedom_
in learning, adding that learning should be a life-time privilege for
each individual.

Turning to the experience of oiher countries-in this respect, the writer,
cited the experiment of Vietnam In training a backbone of technical
and clerical manpower through a comprehensive programme of rapid education
aimed as rebuilding the countrY.

to

qft also cited the.experiments-of Cuba aild the Soviet Union in eradicating
illiteracy.



The writer then pointed out that illiteracy is not 'confined to inabilityto read and write. There are other-modes of illiteracy such as thescientific Social illiteracy, the aesthetic illiteracy, the bodilyilliteracy, the functional illiteracy and so on. He mentioned, as well,self-eductetion, adult education, basie education apd continuous .educationaS remedies for illiteracy and as a prerequisite for attaining a decentstandard of living for the individual and his family, apart from their'importance in developing and enhancing production.

In conclusion, the Writer referred to the ti.N. Conference on environ-mental studies held in Zweden in 1972 and in Belgrade in 1975, praisingthe role of the UNESCO in printing the papers discUssedin this ConferenceIn English, French and Spanish. 7

EXAMINATIONS

Problems in Sedondachools
42, Ibrahirl, Reda Ahmed, "Field Survey of General Secondary EducationCertiricate Examination Problems in the Arab Republic of Egyit'775Ti7asah
Maydaniyyah Li-Mushkilaat Imtihan Itfflaam Al-Dirasah Al-Thanawiyyah Al-'Aammah fi Jumhuriyyat Misr Al-'Arabiyyah), Cairo, Faculty of Education,Ain Shams University, 1978 394 pages.

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Comparative-Educationand Educational Administration of the Faculty of Education, 'Ain ShamsUniversity for obtaining the Degree of Ph.D. in Education.

This dissertation falls in six ch:apters.

Chapter 1 states the problem at hand, describes its imenisions, hypotheses-and presumptions and indicates its importance, aims, method, plan andearlier research dealing with the same problem.

The second chapter trades the aevelopments undergone by the General
Secondary Education Certificate examinations since 1887 and until thedissertation is written.

In Chapter 3, an account is given of the present status 1 GeneralSecondary Certificate examinations Administration and the manner in yhichexams are organized and the problems arising.from such exams.

Chapter 4 is concerned with the field survey, conaNcted by the writerfor surveying some of the problems of General Sedonaary examinations in

\
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Egypt.-He described.the aims of the survey, the sample selected, the
manner in which the questionnaire was conducted and the outcome and
significance of such questionnaire.

The fifth chapter deals with contemporary examination trends in England,
the Soviet Union and the United States of America, particularly examina-
-tions ending the secondary stage.

In Chapter'6, the writer came out with suggestions for developing the
administration and organization of General Secondary examinations in the
Arab Republic of Egypt, for develong the present status of exaMinations
with all its ramifications and for a ti a proposed organizational

,

set-up commanding prospects of success i mplementation.

Then followed a bibliographical list,of Arabic and foreign references
consulted by the writer as well as appendices containing two questionnaires,
one for bounding out the opiniop of educational perbonnel supervising
examinations and correcting papers and the other for surveying the -opinion
of students sitting for the General Secondary Certificate examination in
1975/73.

Results - General Secondary Certificate

43. Embabi, 7'ohamed, "Why Did JA.gh Scores in General Secondary Examination
Results Disappear?", Limaza Ikhtafat Al-Magami Al-Kabirah fil-Thanawiyyah
Al-tAammah?), tAkhipar Al-YoM" newspaper, Cairo, .34th yearIssue No. 1761,
(August 5, 1978)77. 3.

The drop in the total grades scored by students in the Ge eral Secondary
examinations this year waq subject of investigation by t e writer as
'viewed by educators-teachers and students on this master.

Educators voiced the opinion that in past years, stu en obtaining
high scores in the general secondary examinatIons a tering faculties
of medicine, engineering, econ9Mytand informwpion, ha e obtained very
poor rating. This go s to proVi9 that examinations not serve the
purpose of reflectig the true picture of genera secondary students'
abilities.

Ne.

This year, geill 1 secondary examinationt included questions which were
carefully prepared to measure the stUdents' true .standard of intelligence.
The result was a drop in scorea.
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Idterviewed on this problem, students complained from the excessivelength of Arabic and English language examinations, saying the timeallotted was not-adequate to answer all questions.-They added that insome subjects, examinations were difficult, hence the low .1cores.

Teachers, on the other hand, saidmithis result is the natural outcome ofthe overcrowdedness of classrooms, the shortage of teaching bodies andthe overburdenitig of teachers with additional-duties.

EXPATUATE STUDENTS

Admission

44. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc.,-"MinisterialResolution No._ 126_of_July 0 1973in Connection with the RegulationsGovernirp- Admission of Expatriate Students angyptian Students Returningfrom Abroad in Schopls and also Governing the Grant of Scholarships toExpatriate Students', Cairo, Cabinet of the Minister, Ministry OfEducation, 197(3, 15 stencil pages.

This Resolution Consists of three principal articles followed by StudentAdmission Rules applying to expatriates and Egyptian students returningfrom abroad.

Article 1 makes reference to the rules pertaining to admission-andexaminat-ion of expatriate students and-Egyptian students returning fromabroad when applying to enter general and technical schools.

The second article is concerned with the implementation and effectivedate of the Resolution, while Article 3 provides for ilppublication inthe,Official Gazett4'.

Rules governing admission of these categories Of students.cover threeFarts, divided fnto six chapters and subdivided into 50 articles.

The first,part comprises three chapters and 23 articles.

Chapter 1 of Fart 1 defines an expatriate 'student, sets forth theconditions of admitting expatriates in,Egyptian schools and enumeratesthe various documents to be submitted at the time of applying. It,further, specifies the requirements for admitting expatriates wishingto study courses in Arabic and those wishing to study in toreigri languageschools.
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Chapter 2 of Part 1 seta forth the conditions for exempting expatriates
applying for joining foreign language schools from sitting for.pre-admission examiAations and defines

categories of expatriates who may be
exempted. frpm studying a second foreign language.
The third chapter ot Part 1 contains general rules.
Part 2, which consists of one chapter and eight artiCles, lays down the
conditions for admitting Egyptian students returning from 'abroad inEgyptian sdhools.

The third part, Which comprises two chapters and 19 articles, deals wtth
scholarships granted to expatriates. While Chapter 1 of this part lays
down the rules for granting scholarships, Chapter 2 stipulates the
rules for deprivation of recepients thereof.-

PACUITIPS AND UNIVERSITIES

Academic Books
45. ,Et,babi,- tlohamed,

VSuggestions for.Solving the Problem of theAcademic Book',
(Icitirahaat Li-Hall Mushkilat Al-Kitaab Al-Jami'i);'Akhbar Al-Yom"
newspaper, Cairo, 34th year, Issue No. 1766,

(September 9,-
1978), p. 97--

-IrAhis press .Coverage,'the
writer reviewed a report by the NationalCOUndil of Education and Scientific Research on the,writing, printtng

and selling of academic bookshe suggestions proposed for overcoming
this Troblem and the role of each facqty in determining academiccurricular requirementp.

The report dealt as well with the manner in which academic books are
Written, arrangements inVolving co-authors, copyright of books written

. for Students and the manner in which students insure 'buying such books
at reacionable prices.

, The report described haw good use could be made of the Central Agency for
Aoademic and.Text Books in ensuring\that academic books reach Students
at the appropriate time and price. Aegulations governing printing ofacademic books by professors are analysed in the report.

In conclusion, the ,report reklommended a reconsideration of,the present
system of university examinations so as to rid

examinations from any
direct dependence of 0 particulsr book.

^
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Administration land Organization - Independence
461 El-Sebaei, Labib, "'Universities' i'rue Independence: :low and.WhenWOuld it Be 'Realized? A University Issue", (Al-Istiglal Al-Haqeeqi Lii-Jarnl Kayfa wa-hata Yatahaqqaq? l'adiyyah ''ar1 '15ryah), "Al-AhramAl-Iqtisadi' makazine, Cairo, Vol. 551, (August 1, 1978), pP: 38-39.

The writer began his article saying that the law regulating universities,has proved,,after five ybaxs of enforcement, that it needs regonsiderationin order to .give universities true independence. Universities are nowpreoccupied with the preparation of their respective suggestion$ on thereduired independence; the 'writer added.

After reviewing the areas In which true independence is mostwriter interviewed the President of Assiut University on therequirements for independence and on the universities' duty,bodies,:towards serving and developing the soeiety.

needed, the
basic

as independent.

Pointing to thq vital guarantees for university independence, the writerreferred to the\reports,
studies and recpmmendatiorkof

the Supreme Councilof Universities in this respect, saying that.universities should have freehand, in certain areas, in determining their own affairs in the light oftheir past experience, needs and duty towards their respective communities4
The writer'also indicated'how teaching bodies and'deans,would be appointed-and,promoted in in independent university.

Concluding his article.: he emphasized the need for consiolidaiing_theuhiversities' finanCial and administrative indepenaence and emancipatingthem from the fetters of financial routine observed in other governmentalagencies, provided their accounts are checked by the State Audit.

Admission

47. 'Aref, nahmoud,."10% of Admissions in Facultie4 of gducatiori forGraduates of Men and Women Teacher
Training Colleges","(10% min Al-Maqbuieen i-Kulliyyaat Al-Tarbiyah LizKhirrigee Dur Al-Mulallimeen"Al-Akhbar" newspaper, Cairo, 27th year, Issue No. 8180,(September 3, 1978), p.

This article deals with a resolution adopted by.the Supreme Council of.Universities whereby.a certain percentage of admissions in faculties ofeducation.has been allocated to outstanding students of men and womenteacher training colleges whetifer graduating this year or in previous

7
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years. It also indicates the conditions proscrihed fc.r admission, innluding
enterance tests and scores.

The article reviewed in detail the conditions aocording to which.gradpateis`
of.sections of art, musical and physical education and home .economics can
enter the corresponding faQulties in Helwan'University.

See also: 43, 55, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75: 76, 77, 78, 79.

Admission - Technical Education Graduate

El-Banni,.rohamed 'Ali El-Banni, "Dow Can We Ease the.Pressure on
Universities and Restore the Natural Equilibrium between the Different'
Professional.Groups% (Kayfa Nukhaffif Al-Daght *Tan Al-Jami'aatiWa-

'

qu'eed Al-Tawazun Al-Tabi'i bayn Al-Fiaat Al-Mihniyyah
"Al-Ahram" newspaper, Cairo, lO4th year, Issue No. 33505, (September 4,
197'), P. 7.

.31

An endeavour is made in this article to find solutions for the over-
crowdedness of universities with large numbers of students. After enumerat-
ing some oauses which gave rise to this problem, the writer mentioned
that the belief that general education is the sole channel-to universities
is commonplace.

Speaking of technical education, the writd called for taking prompt
steps tp develop it and, to attract students to join this type of education.
He proposed that graduates of techntoal schools receive two additional
years of advanced studies follawing which they are admAted in universities,
adding that-their experience in technical subjects would make them an
asset-taAnii-verarity-Tibication. s,

The writer then specified the faculties and institutes
commercial, agricultural, nursing and teachers schools
students stiould receive proper guidance on the part of
oining the secondary technical study most suitable f

Concluding his article, the writer urged the cartpetent
make known their future needs to the various categories
graduates.

,
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Al-Azhar University - Development of Reltgious'Education

49. Fayed, 'Abdul Latif, "Al-Azhar in the Program of the National
Democratic Party", (Al-Azhar fi Barnamaj Al-Hizb Al-Watani Al-Dimograti),
"Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper, Cairo, 25th year, Issue No. 9008; (August 27,
17S)-;-13.- .9:

After commending the interest shown by the National DemocratIc Party 'in
promoting AlTAzhar and relating the role played by Al-Azhan over its long
history, the writer drew a comparison between the system of education
followed by Al-Azhar before 19-4, when its main concern was to safeguard

.

the Arabic language and Islamic Shari'ah (doctrine) and to preach the
word of Islam locally and abroad and between the new system adopted by
application of Law No. 103 of 1961 by which,A1-Azhar was turned into an .

ordinary university.

He then said that under the re-organization of Al-Azhar pursuant to Law
No. 103, pupils with poor grades coming from sec6ndary schools were .

permitted to enroll in Al-Azhar, which led to an adverse effect on its
standard of education.

After reviewing the major,principles contained in the program of the
Natibnal Democratic Party, particularly its advocation of Islamic Shari'ah
(doctrine) as the principal source of legislation and its interest in
boosting Al-Azhar, its.institutes and the Faculties of Arabic Language
and Usul. Al-Din (Religious Principles), the writer said that the adoption
of these principles would have favourable effect on Al-Azhar.

Coeicluding his article, the writer urged the authorities to return
to the original system of education observed before the,1961 developmentand to seggregate religious education-from secular education adding
that A-nem-university for-the latter-typ'e-b-f education could be established.

50. Jalil, Na'imah,
51.7% in iive Years"
fi Khams Sanawaat),

8132, (September 5,

Al-Azhar University -

"Students in Al-Azhar
, (Zada TUilab Jamitat
"IkAkhbar" newspaper,.
1978), p. 7.

This article reviews a report issued by Al-Azhar University on the
quantitative development of,its students body (of both sexes) between
1972 and 1977 and the rate Of incirease in the number of students.

Statistics

University Increased by
Al-Azhar Bi-Nisbat 51.7%
Cairo, 27th year, Issue go.

42.
a
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The report discussed the causes of and.ttle problems resulttng from this
increase and advanced solutions for these problems, dealing with the
policy of admission, student'hostel, teaching bodies and laboratories
and 6huipment.

Development ,

51. A.R.E., Supreme Council of,Universities, "A al Report on the
Develozent of Education in A.R.E. 1n_1277/78.. ection on University .

'EducatiWITT-(fil-Tagreer Al-Sanawili-TatawwurrAl-TOrbiyah-Wal-Ta leem fi to

Misr-riii-A-1-'Mm 1977/78; Al-Juzu Al-Khass Bil-Teleem Al-Jami'i),
'Cairo, 1978, 6 stencil pages.

-- Report submitted to the Center of Educational Documentation im connection
with the preparat oh thof the annual report on e developAent of educatioh

i

in Egypt in 19 /78.
_

Following a general introduction on rules and regulations.and on the
legislations governing the system of education 10 universities, the
report explained the role ,of the Sppreme Council of Universities in
drawing up the general policy of university. education.

Other sub,ects dealt with.in the report include the duration of study in
each faculty, the procedure for transfer from one faculty to another,.the
systems of tests and examinations and the respective regulations in force
in each fecculty.

Moving to faculties of education, theyireport described their.plans and
curricula and indicated the essential subjects which are compulsory and
those W4_ 0

Dealing withthe progress aohieved in university education, the report
described the, accomplishments in tèrrati of quantitative and qualitative
growth. -

1

The Last item in the reportis concerned with the,newly-established
provineital universities, the possibilities put at their disposal by the
State and.the,budgetary allocations appropriated for them as compared

- with the appropriations of the preceding year.

A
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52. El-Sebaei, Labib, "A Further Law for the Development of Universities;A University Issue", (Wa-ganun Aakhar Li-Thtweer Al-Jami'aat; QadiyyahJami'iyyth), "Al-Ahram Al-Istisadi" magazine, Cairo, Issue No. 550,
%

(July 15, 197b), PP. 52753.

Dealing with the new bill for developing universities, the writer
explained that this new bill envisages further development of university
education in the light of the developments undergone over the past five,years.

In an interview with the President of Cairo Vniverdity, a number.ofsuggestions were made concerning the contemplated development. These are:evaluation of the faculties established in the last 5 years to determinetheir use; reconsideration of the policy of admission in universities;
establishment of provincial faculties and linking them to the environment;
reconsideration of the-policy qf admitting expatriate students in Egyptian-universities; deterMination of tuition fees payable by some categories ofstudents; affording services to students; remunerations payable to teaching

, bodies; and payment of amounts due to personnel correcting4final examina-tion papers.

0-
, Eradication of Illiteracy - Students' Duties

53. 'Issa, 'Ali-Ahmed, "Requisitioning Every SucCessful Student in theGeneral Secondary ExAmination to Wipe out the Illiteracy of 50 ditizens
before He Is Admitted-in the University", (Takkeef Kull Najih fil-
Thanawlyyah Al-'Aammth bi-Mahw Ummiyyat 50 Muwatinan qabla Dukhulihi Al-Jami'aah), 'Al-Gumhouriyah" news'paper, Cairo, 25th year; Issue No. 9003,(August 22, 1978), p, 5.

After explaining his idea to the effect that each student completing his
aecondary education is requisitioned t6 teach 50 illiterate citizens asa prerequisite for admission in the university, the writer said that this.

suggestion would wipe out the illiteracy of six million people each yearand eradicate this national scourage completely iri a few years.

Ili

e writer described how his suggestion may be oftrried out, saying that
Ministry of-Education's Coordination Office would,select GoVernoratesthis pUrpose and assign secondartudents to perforM the Utak..

.

He also proposed the most appropriate "placeivfor opening literke classes,
adding,that secOndary students should receive some training for utider-s
taking_this task within a short period of time.

411
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Studenta completing this assignment auCeessively should be accorded some ''advantages, the writee added.

Concluding his article, the writer said that the successilll completion
of this programpe would enable universities equip their libraries and
laboratories and help professors devote ail their time for acadeuir andresearch work.

Establishment ,

54. El-Shihawi, Ibrahim, "Educat
University", (Mintaqah Aurrah Ta'
"Al-Ahram" newspaper, Cairo, 104th
,ITY787, P. 13.

1 Free Zone"
Miyyah aw

year; Issue No

or an International
TaWaah Lawliyyah),

. 33496, (August 26,

Following an introduction in which the writer said that the present
economic open-door policy has resulted in boosting many fields of activity
In Egypt but had no bearing on the field of education, the writer
emphasized the need for establishing a modern university in one of the
new cities now under contstruction,7 adding thatthis university would
have open channels of communication with-the outside world.

DA the opinion of the writer,iihis university would Offer new fields of
study, provide an opportunity tor Egyptian studerits wishipg to study
abroad and to Arabs-wishing to study in Egypt to ,join the University and
attract Egyptian scientists And professors to teach in it,rather than
working abroad. Tuition fees Would be paid in foreign currencies:

The writer also suggested that some of the existing faculties be annexed
to ihe proposed University.

Concluding his article, the wrilter said that by sound.planniDg and .

academic efficiency, this University is sure to succeed'academically and ,materially. .

'1

A ,Faculties of Agriculture - Students' Admission

55. Balba',' 'Abdul Moneim, "We Hope the Minister Can Give Us More
Clarification', (1.ayt Al-Wazir Yazidana Idahan), "AlAhram" newspaper,
Cairo, 104th year, Issue No. 33486, (August 16, 191F7TT, p. 13.



.After reviewing a Resol,ution adopted by the Supreme Council of Universitiesfixing the number of prospective candidate to be admitted in faculties ofagrióulture and comparing this figure with the number of students admittedin the preceding year, the writer urged the Syndicate
of,AgriculturalProfessions to intervene, as did the Medical Syndicate, in order to bringabout a reduction in the proposed,number.

-The writer explained that adTiision of such a large.number of studentsin faculties of agriculture would result in more unemployment amonggraduates.

In this connectiun, he recalled a Resolu4on adopted by the Supreme
-

Council of Universities Sub-committee on University Education an0 a .statement made by the Minister of Agricultureboth of whiph substantiatithls Argument.

*Concluding his atticle, thm writer underlined the need for proper planning,urging the authorities to reconsider this Resolution which Would have its
,

bearing on future graduates of agricultural faculties.,

Faculties'of Education - Postgraduate Studies

5,. Sayyed-Ahmed, 'Abdul Semi' Sayyed, "An Elialuative SttJALAEduca-tional Poltailaduate Studies in the Faculties of Education in_Egiii7 .
T5irasah Taqweemiyyah Lil-Dirapait Al rij

Al-Tarbawiyyah fi KUlliyyaatAl-Tarbiyah fi Misr), Cairqr Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University,1978. 304 pages.

r-biesertation auttnittkid 'to the Department of EducationafPrinciples ofthe Faculty of Education,, 'Ain Shams University, for obtaining theDegree of lq,A, in Education.

This dissertation consists of,five chapters.

Chapter 1 sets the general framework of the research, defines theproblem at hand and gives the relevant hypotheses, the method, plan,scope and significance of the,research and the earlier_studies, dealingwith the same topic.

In Chapter 2, the writeirelates the history of" educational dissertationsin Egypt, saying that aome of them are highly specialized in then, topics,
,

while some others werecaccepted by faculties other than the raculties ofeducatiop.

f
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Dealing w1.41 methods of reseorch in Chapter 3, the writer dealt with,thebeginnings of the educational academic movement and explained how academicmethods are applied to the study of educational conditions.
The fourth chapter is concerned with reviewing specimens of dissertations.irome such dissertations

combine with the important sub,ects they dealith, proper methods of research and valuable results. Other disqertationseal.with sbecific subjects. A further specimen of-these dissertationsillustrates the need for closer coordination and integration in research .'work between the various faculties of education.

C.44

Chapter 5 contains a summary of the thesis and a list of the s ggestionsput for/ward by the writer,
.

Then follows a bibliographical list of Arabic and foreign referencebooks consulted by the writer in compiling his research.-

In three appendices, the writer reported views and statements by veteraneducators and faculty members of the DepartmInts of Education and Psychology-in the Faculties of Education. He ended his dissertation with a comprehensivelist of educational dissertations accepted, to date$ by Egyptian universities.

Faculties of Medicine

57. Soliman, 'Abdul 'Aziz, "I Advocate Having More Faculties of Medicinein Governorates'', (Utalibu Ed-Mazeed min Kulliyyaat'Al-Tibb
.A1=Gumhs9A-yaW1-newspaper, Cairo, 25th year, Issue No. 8999, (August 18,OT),:-

FoliOwing an introduction.in which the writer reviewed the arguments forandagainst adMission of large numbers of sttdentd.in
faculties ofmedAcine, the writer said that thetact remains that rural areas inEgypt are badly in peed of phySiciahs.

In the opinion of the writer, admission in the existing facultita ofmedicine should be checked; Mut new faculties
should-be built in eachprovince tor-the sons of the province who would study in them, then serve4 their feHow Citizens in the province when they eventually graduate.

Furthethore, these provincial faculties of medicine could oontributetowards a thoroughlstudy of the endemic disetses in each .respectiveprovince. .

vas'
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Regarding the manning and equipping of these faculties, the writer said that'assistance of world economic organizations could be solicited.

In the end., the writer underllned the imPortance of limiting the numbersaccepted in the older facultiesof.medtcine and the.setting-up of newprovincial ones, indicating the reasons on which this viewpoint is basedand means to prove its validity.

Faculties of Medicine - Problems

58. Diyab, Mahmoud,, "Here Are the Facts before Establishingof Medicine , (Hazihi Hiya Al-Flagaiq gable Inshaa Kulliyyaat
Al-Jadeedah), "Al-Akhbar newspeiper, Cairo, 27th year, Issue(August 8, 1978), p. 5.

New Faculties
Al-Tibb
No. 8158,

:gubscribi -'to the opinion of the Medical Association to the effrt thathe establishment iof any new faculties of medicine without prior adequatepreparation would have adverse effect on the standard of the professionand would increase the number of physicians beyond the country's needs,the 'writer, urged the State to revise its medical policy accordingly.

He went on to say that the preparatory (freshman) year .of medicine is ofprime importance, adding that every effort should be made to insure thatadequate laboratories and auditoriums Are provided for freshman students.

Suggestions advanced by the writer call for: fotlmation of,a fact findingcommittee in the People's Assembly to investigate the facts about facultiesof medicine; perfecting the present faculties of medicine before thinkingof opening new ones; trensferring
surplus_teachers to-faculties sufferimr---from shortage in teaching bodies; maintaining a proportional rate betweenthe-number,of students and the capacity.of laboratories and seats in theexisting faculties of medicine; depriving failing students from the privi-lege of free education and insuring that the General Secondary.examinations'represent a true picture of the students' level.

59. El-Sharkawi, Mustafa, "ridges to Faculties of 1:edicine",'.(Al-1abariila Kulliymat Al-Tibb), "Al-Akhbarh newspaper, Cairo, 27th year, IssueNo..8168,(August 20, 1978), p. 5.

At the beginning of his artiol6, the writer described the vast iimansion'undergone by faculties of medtcine in Egypt adding that each faculty



should have its own distinguished building, in addition to the requiredequipment. Before contemplating any projects to set up new faculties ofmedicine, human possibilities should be provided in terms of professors,teachers, chemists and patients, the writer said.

He went on to emphasize the importance of giving proper training tonedical students who would eventually be entrusted with the care of thepeople's health, saying that the present faculty buildings and the largenumber of students enrolled in the faculty hinder the proper training ofmedical Atudents with the use of educational aids. Citing some modernteaching methods, the writer mentioned the'closed TV circuit, slidesand plastic cadavers.

After stressing the importance of maintaintng a close relationship4'between the professor and the student, the writer said that the presentconditions in faculties of medicine have resulted in-increased privatetutofing and lower standard of educational efficiency..
.

4

60, El-Sebaei, Labib, "The Circle of Danger around, Medical Education inEgypt; A University Issue",*(Dairai Al-Khatar hawl Al-Ta'leem Al-Tibbifi Misr: Qadiyyah Jami'iyyah), "Al-Ahram Al-Igtisadi" magazine, IssueNo. 549, (July 1, 1978), pp. 33-39.

At the beginning, of his article, the writer reviewed a statemeint releasedby the Medical Association for discussion by the People's Assembly on'problems of medical education in Egypt, the policy of opening new facultiesof medicine and the causes for the drop in the standard of medical studentsgraduating from faculties of-medicine in provincial regions.

The writer also reviewed the medical issues discussed in a panel calledfor by the Committee on the Sectoi of Medical,Studies, in which theMedical AssoCiation took part. These issues include: definition of theaims of medical education amd the characteristics of a medical graduate,optimum methods for developing the educational process and training pilulefor medical graduates.

He, further, reviewed the conclusions reached in the panel on medical*eduoation, the need for changing curricula, stages and methods of,medicaleducation and the importance of reducing the percentage o; admission of-secondary students.

In this connection, the writer interviewed the Vice-President of CairoUniversity who elaborated on the policy of admission in the faculties ofmedicine.



Concluding his article, the writer proposed new sYstems of evaluaticon andexaminations and called for dividing education in faculties of medicine to
clinical and pre-clinical years.

Faculties of Physical Education - Higher Studies
61. 'Aref, Nahmoud, "Higher Studies in Physical Edultion",

(Al-Dirasaat
Al-'Ulia Bil-Tarbiyah

Al-Riadiyyah),'Al-Akhbar" news per, Cairo, 27thyear, Issue No. 8165, (August 16, 1978), p. 12.

V
This article deals in general with the faculties of physical education
and the industrial and commercial institutes,which have been given thefull-status of faculties and annexed to Helwan Univprsity and in particulAr
with the problems of higher studies in faculties of physical eddcation.
According to the writer these faculties were suffering from p'roblemsbefore.spd after annexation to Helwan University, such as the shortagein teaChing bodies and th tack of proper planning.
After mentioning that there are

numerous students enrolled in the facultiesof education in Giza (the Pyramids Road) and Alexandria who are preparing -

. M.A. and Ph.D. dissertations, the Writer said that student6 are unable to
find Supervisors for their

dissertations. The writer indicated theuniversity's a'ttitude towards this issue and underlined its effect.
Concluding his artiocle, tkw writer advanced his suggestion for solvingthe problem of dissertfthions,

supervision by outsi,cle professors andestablishing laboratoyies for undertaking the necessary research on;ports and physical suNects and dispatrlhin
eoholare abroad;

Free Studies

62. Vassin, Hamdi, rCourses for Teaching Languages and Different Tradesin:Alexandria University", (Dawraat Li-Ta'leem Al-tughaat MI-Hirai' Al-Mukhtalifah
Al-Iskandariyyah), "Al-Akhbar" newspaper, Cairo,27th year, Issue No., 8185, p. 6.

In this article, the writer gave,an exhaustive account of all freestudies organized by
Alexandria.University to general secondary students

of both sexes; whether for improving their English and French languagesor' for training on the mechanics of automotives,
refrigerators, air-conditioning units and television sets or for learning how to use thetypewriter.



The writer deicribed the system and duration of study in each section,the conditions for admission and the certificates granted. Details ontheoretical and practical studies were also given in this article.

Post Graduate Studies

3. Zaher, Mohamed Diaailddin 'Abdul Shakhour Ahmed, "An EvaluativeStudy of the Internal Efficiency of Higher Studies in Universities inFields of thysical Sciencesm, (Dirasah Taqweemiyyah Lil-Kifayah Al-, Dakhifiyyah
Al-'Ulia Al-Jamiliyyah fil-'Ulum Al-Tabi'iyyah),Cairo, Faculty of Education, 'Ain Shams University, 1978, 233 pages +ApTendices..

- Dissertation subeitted to the Deptrnent of Educational Principles ofthe Faculty of Education, 'Ain Sha University, for obtaining the degreeof M.A. in Education.

This dissertation fallsyin five chapters.

Chapter 1 draws a general framewOrk of the problem at hand, indicates theneed for this type of research and explains the aims, scope, method'andplan of his work as well as the idiomatic meaning of the terms used.
The second chapter explains the requirements in any academic supervisionof dissertations and indicates the factors influencing such supervision. and the nature of relation existing between the supervisor and the student.
In Chapter 3, the wr*er described the method used in conducting hisfield survey as well ag the sample selected from among supervisors andstudents.

The writer's results obtained from his field purvey are elaborated andanalysed in the fourth -chapter.

In Chapter 5, the writer advanced some suggestions and recommendations.These deal with the aims of academic supervisionincluding the supervisor,- the'elements influencing his efficiency and his personal characteristics,the relation between the supervisor and student and, lastly, suggestionsand recommendations of a general nature.

These last recommendatioft called for benefitting from the services ofall "holders of Ph.D. degrees, curre,ntly employed in non-academic work,standardization of the criteria used in evaluating dissertations dealingwith physics in the various
universities, dsveloping the academic

fp
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machineries which support the system ,of supervision, establishment of aseparate faculty for higher studies and holding a conference on problemsdealing with supervision over dissertations in universities.

Following ft bibliographical list of Arabic and foreign referencesconsulted by the writer, a set of appendices was given containipgstatistical data on the number of students registered in section of higherstudies and graduates. holding higher degrees (diplomas, M.A. and Ph.D.)in all faculties of science in Egypt between 1970/71 and 1974/75 as well.as members of the teaching bodies in faculties.of science during the sameperiod.

.The appendices also contain the preliminAry and final form of the twoquestionnaires with respect,to supervisors and students.

Practical Training - Agricature

J4. Abu Zed, Soad, "Training of Faculty of Agriculture Students inFarms in Summer Hbliday", (Tadreeb Talabat Kulliyyaat Al-Zira'ah,fil-Huqul Khilal Al-Ijazah Al-Sayfiyyah), "Al-Akhbar" newspaper, Cairo,27th year, Issue No. 8141, (july 19, 197$), p.

This article deals with stePs taken so far in some governorates concerninga pro,ect aimed at availing ,graduating students in faculties of agriculture. to receive practical training on farm mechanics and pest fighting in thevarious Governorates of Egypt.

The writer listed the bodies taking part, along withAhe Ministry ofAgrcultu t Alz pro ec an reported the dates set fofits start a well as all other details concerning programmes, practices (and conditi ns for joining such training project.
;

Problems

65. El-Sebaei, Lallib, "Provincial Universities Were a Solu.y.on to aProblem; Now They Themselves Are the Problem",
(Al-JamitaatG0.1-IqleemiyyahKanat Hallan Li-Mushkilah Fa-Asbahat Hiya Al-Mushkilah), by Labib El-Sebaei and Ahmed El-lAttar, "Al-Ahram" newspaper, Cairo, 104th year,Issue No. 33 491, (August 21, 108), p. 3.

After stating the aims sought from.the establishment-of provincialunivevities, the writers interviewed the Presidents of Suez.ranal and

a
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Zagazig Universities, the Vice-President of Cairo University,'the
Governor of Feyyoum and some professors of provincial univei.sities on theproblem''faced by these universities and how to overcome them.

They indicated in their respective intervieWs that the success of the
pioneering UnIversity of Assiut has been instrumental in expanding toestablishment of provincial universities, adding that the well-devisedplans and studies undertaken on the needs of the Suez Canal region havebeen most useful in binging about' a successful Suez Canal University.

Reviewing the problem from which provincial universities are suffering,
the writers mentione4 in particular the overcrowdedness of students, theinadequacy of buildiigs, Laboratories, libraries and vital facilities
and the acute shOrt (ge in teaching members.

4

On the latter probl m, the writers said that dependence of provincial
universities on professors seconded 40m other universities has reflected
adversely on the academic st daiid oflitudents.

Concluding their article, the iters said that any, new provincial,
university should have its own istinctive characteristics'and
before all, provide the basis justifications for their existence.

66. El-Sebaei, Labib, "Universities without Professors and without
Auditoriums or Laboratories", (Jamitaat bi-la Asatizah Wa-Jami'ltat
bi-la Mudarrajaat wa-la Ma'amil), by Labib El-Sebaei and Ahmed El-'Attar,"Al-Ahram" newspaper, Cairo, 104t11 year; Ism% No. 33492, (August 22,
19.77, 13. 3.

Following an introduction on the pros and cons ofnestablishing new
provincial/universities, the writers reviened three reports by-the Centilal
Agency for General Mobilization and Statistics, the Supreme C6unal ofU versities and the National touncil of Education on the number of
stu'aente, professors, lecturers, assistant lecturers and deMonstrators
in Egyptian universities *between 1971/72 and 1977/78 then compared the
professor/student ratio in Egypt with the world ratio to indicate thdt
the shortage in faculty, is of an acute nature.

These reports, the writers added, point to the need for dhecking admission
in universities in general and in some faculties in particular and for
expandimg post-graduate qualification both locally and abroad to offset
the shortage in faculty.

1
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When .interviewed, some university officials said that provincial universitiesare vital and needed, adding that the universities' basic requirementsshould be provided.before
venturing on the start of study therein.

Provincial Universities

67: El-Sebaei, Labib, "Experiment -of Provincial Universitie6: Should WeRetract from 'or Expand in It?", (Tajrubat Al-Jami'aat Al-IglimiyyahNataraja' 'anha am Natawassa' fiha?), by Isabib El-Sebael.and Ahmed El-'Att'ar, "Al-Ahram" newspaper, Cairo, 104th year, Issue No. 33494, (August24, 3978), p. 3.

At the beginning of their press coverage, the*writers explained theextent of expansion occasioned in building provincial universitiesYin. Egypt and the effect of rushing in building the% on the level ofuniversity education in Egypt.

Atter Stating that provincial universities should play the leading rolein Rgypt's conomic development, the writers review the'viewpoint of someofficials and university professors concerninf the experiment of provincialuniversities i4Egypt. They all emphasized that planning and study shouldprecede.establishment of new universities, adding that,each universityshould have its ovnr& distinctive field of specialization which coincideswith the nature of the province served by the University. They alsa calledfor the provision of teaching bodies, buildings, equipment, research
.rooms and litlraries before venturing on any new university project.

Concluding their press coverage, the writers stated that existing provin-cial universities should be helped to solve their.
problems,--throner-Nwwt--ing their finances and enhancing their post graduate programmes.

Students' Admission

6d. Salahuddin, "Admission inyniversities ould be on aProvincial Basis", (Al-Qabul Yikjb an Yakun qlimiyyan),"Al-Ahram" newspaper, Cairo, 104th year, Issue No. 3347 (August 5,1970, p. 13.

Pointing out 'the evils of the preient system of universiy-4dmiss1on
whereby the Only criterion adopted for distributing students among!faculties ia that of,total grades, the writer advocated the adoption of-
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, the principle of'territoriality pf universities whereby students areadmitted in,the provincial universities existing in their respectiveprovinces. The writer explained howthis result could be achieved. HeaLrao Lidicated the measures to.be taken in the event no pilOvincial univer-sity available,in the environs of a student's
province.

The writer.went on'to explain the advantages of-this system, saying itwould relieve parents, particularly thoge with limitecPincome, from'financial worries, help students obtain psychological tranquillity andencourage.students to concentrate on study and learning.

Concluding his article, the writer said that graduates'of provincialuniversities would have no problem working in their rspective provinces,'with th,., net reatilt.ttec.t production prbspec8 wOuld be,enhanced.

69. 'Aref, Mahmoud, "$teps on the Road to Rectifying University Education",,(Khutwaat 'ala
Tareeq.Tasheeh Al-Ta'leem

Al-Jami'i), .(41l-Akhbar" newspaper,Cairb, 27th year, Issue No. 8159, (August 9, 1978), p. 12' ,

Commentng on the.results of the general Secondary examinations, the writersaid that the indices revealed by them point to a policy which is aimedt rectifying the path of the teaching process,and paying, more attention.ito technical education.

Hailing the practice by universities,in admitting candidates on.the solebasis of their abilities,'the writer said this.policy woul&put an endto the problem
of.overcrowdedness of universities and would raise theacademic standard of graduates.

Speaking of the lenient policy of admitting
expatriate students in.faculties of medicine, pharmacology and economy, the

writer_said_that---thispolicy.is responnible for the phenothenon of widespread privatetutoring and for the negation of theprinciple of equall opportunities.
Welcoming the strict controls imposed on

admission'of,expatriates inuniversities, the writer said that no fayours.of any kind should be allowed.to influence admission, adding that the,educational process should berectified with absolute disregard to any favours.
10,1,
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70. El-Shaikh, Bahl', "Only 30% of Students
Succeeding in the General

'secondary
Examinations Are Fit for Entering

Universities", (30% faqat

min Al-Najiheen
fil-Thanawiyyah Al -'Aammah

Yasluhoun Li-Dukhul
Al-Jami'aat),

"Akhbar Al-Yom" newspaper, Cairo, 34th year, Issue No. 1762, (August 12,

1978), p. 4.

4.After stating that the concept of uOiversity should be so altered as to

restrict this type of education to outstanding students, the writer
reviewed the resolutions adopted by the Supreme

Council of
Universities

fixing the number of students to be admittedin the different faculties,

then interviewed the Minister of Education and the
Presidents of Helwan

and Suez-Canal
Universittea on'the

justifications for the Council's $
resolution, to reduce the number'of

admissions in the faculties of medicine
A

and
engineering.

Justifications given are the inadequacy of provincial
universities to

accommodate potential students of medicine and engineering and the
prospects of

unemployment facing graduates,of both faculties.On the other hand; the writer
mentioned, that the Supreme Council of

University.has decided to step-Up al;tssion
in,faculties of education

and law in order to face the acute shortage in teachers and the high

demahd on 'awyers
occasioned by reason of the economic open-door policy.

' A

After stating that this
resolution would help in reforming

university
education and raising its standard and ltnking

university education to
the society's

overall economic, social and cultural development plans,

the writer said that no less importantiOs the Council's
resolution to

denr-expatriate students .and holders of the General Secondary Eduoation
Certificate from foreiKa countries any equality with their Egyptian
counterparts.

71.
El-Sebaei, Labib, "The Deluge at ihe,Gates of

Unlvtrsities", (Al-

.

Tufaan 'ala Abwaab
Al-Jami'aat), "Al-Ahram Al-Igtisadk" magazine, Catroo,

I-ssue-Nd.7-552, (August 15, 1978), pp. 46-47.

thistarticle deals with a number 61 university prioblems to which some
radical solution musi be found. Thesb probleds include the policy of
admission, the need to place'each students in some faculty or institute,

the increasing number of General Secondary Certificate holders in pro-
portion to university

posatbilities, the -shortagi in teaching bodie4,

the lack of modern
facilities, the problems of

post-graduate studies,and
scholarships and university building projects and equipment.

50



The writvalso stated that these
problems acquire serious

proportions by

the fact t
ever-increasing

numbers-of students
are-annually and

consistently admitted in
universities in the'absence of

any,objective

'limitations or controls
dictated by the

country's needs to different

fields of
specialization.

Concluding his article, the writer
emphaisized the need for a long-term

policy'which would put an end to these problems and devise
solutions for

all problems of education in Egypt. 4

72:
El-Sebaei, Labib,

"Directory'of Admission in
Universities and

Institutes', (Daleel Al-Qabul
Bil-Jami'eat

Wal-Ma'ahed), Supplement to

Issue No. 552 of "Al-Ahram
Al-Icitisadi' magazine, Cairo, Issue No. 552,

(August 15, 1978), 96 pages.

To help
secondary school graduates find their way througq the different

faculties and institutes and the various
departments of each, this

directory was issued
containing all necessary

information on each faculty

and
institute,'including systems of

education,
examinations, minimum

academic
requirements for admission and

possibilities of enrollment during

the forthcoming academic year.
The' directory also contains

information about the
faculties and institutes

which have no openings for new candidates and
those.which have room,for

qualified candidates applying.
.

73.
El-Sebaei, Labib, "The

University Door which Needs Repair", (Bab
Al-Jami'aat allazi Yahtaju ila. Islahl, by Labib

El-Sebaei, Mohamed

'Abdul Tawwab and Ahmed El-Attar,
"Al-Ahram" newspaper, Cairo, 104th

year, Issue NO. 33490,
(August 20, 1978), p. 3.

In this press coverage, the writers showed that the present policy of
admission in

uniVetsities is
responsible for the problems from which

universities ate now
suffering.

To
substantiate their opinion, the writers interviewed the

Vice-President

of Cairo
University, the President of Suez Canal University and other

Heads of
DepartmenV in different

faculties, all of whom advooated

that
universities ihould checlOthe number of students adthitted and that

faculties of eduoation should expand admission in an attempt lip offset

the shortage in the number of teachers required for Egypt and Arab
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countries. They also advocated that admission in the old faaulties ofmedicine should be checked, while in 'provincial facAlties of medicine,admission should be expanded.

The writer indicated the opinion of those officials in a reconsiderationof the policy of admission in stages of general education, decentraliza-tion of general secondary examinations and in admission in universities,linking the.,policy of admission to the country's needs-to universitygraduates, abolition of all exceptions in admission, placing restrictionson the admission of expatriate studeAts in Universities and makingprovision for the intelligence level and academic accomplishment lilt thetime of admission in universities, adding that these suggestions wouldbe effective in putting an end to privaie tutoring'and in providingequal opportunities to students.

Concluding their-press coverage, the writers quoted a report by theNationa1 Council of Education as saying thai the present policy ofadmission lowers the standard of university education and results ina surplus in the number of graduates.

Helmi, Mustafa Kama, "Reduction or no Reduction of the Number ofStudents AdMitted in Faculties Depends on the Requirements of the Socialand Eadhomic Development Plans",(Takhfeed A'daad Al4faqbuleen.fil-KUlliyyaataw 'adam Taldlfeedihi
Ye'tamidu 'alaiht4ajaat Khutat:Al-Tanmiyih Al-Ijtima'iyykh Wal-Datisadkyyah), "Al-Ahraelnewspaper, Cairo, 104th year,Issue No. 33490, (August 20, 11978), p. 13.

After reviewing an article published in "Al-Aram" newspaper on August 164,1978 by a professor of Alexandria Unive'rsity's Faculty of Agriculture onthe policy of admission in faculties of agriculture, the writer - who isthe Minister of Education - mentioned.the considerations taken intoaccount by the Supreme Council of Universities in determining the numberof,students to be admitted in eadh faculty, adding that the Council'spolicy is aimed at linking 'universities to the labour requirements Ofthe country's social and economic de'velopment plans.

The writer went on to say that the Supreme Council ofTniversities setaup comMittees on which the various sectors of production are representedfor determining the numbers to be admitted in each faculty.

In this connection, he described the work done by -two specialized .committees, one representing the sector of medical education and theother representing the agrioUltural sector, adding that both committees
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have discussed and determined.the number of students to be admitted inthe faculties of medicine and agriculture in 1978/79.

After relating the bases On whi9h the Committee representing the agricul-tural.sector determined the number of prospective students in.thefaculties of agriculture, the writer concluded that this step is envfmagehfor creating close cooperation and integration between the faculties ofagriculture and the national policy of agriculture and irrigation.

75. Al-Sayyad, Ayman Amin, "The Problem of Admission in Universities; TheCause, the Effect and the Solution", (Mushkilat Al-Qabul Bil-JamiJaatAl-Sabab Al-Natijah ... Al-Hall), "Al-Oumhourixah newspaper, Cairo,25th year, Issue No. 9001, (August 20 1978), p. 5.

After saying that the problem of Admission in universities reour eachyear with the release of general secondary examination results, the writerdescribed the admission procedure adoPtea by the University Admission
Coordination Office in distributing students on the different'faculties,adding that the Offioe has been a failure'in assigning students to theproper faculties which cronform to their aptitudes.

The writer described the Office's practice of assigning outstandingstudents to faculties ofilledicine under the pressure of the society andto keep up with <appearances. The result is that medical students provea failure. The writer showed how this state'of affairs reflects on gradu-ates and on the society itself.

In the opinion of the writer, this problem would be better handled if theCoordination Office is substituted by other means whereby each studentis assigned to the faculty best suitea for his aptitudes.

After explaining how this center would operate, the writer concluded hisarticle saying its main task would be to ensure that the-principle ofequal opportunities is observed among students.

76. 'Aref, Mahmoud, "Egyptians Abroad and Ate Problem of Their Admissionin EgyptiadUniversities", (Al-Misriyyoun Bil-Xharij Wa-Mushkilat
Qftbuluhum P414ami'aat Al-Mieriyyah), "Al-Akhbar" newspaper, Cairo,27th year, Issue No. 8171, (August 23, 1978), p. 12.

The problem discussed in this article deals with Egyptian students Whoseparents are residing in Arab countries and, as a result, have obtained
.
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4
their General Secondary Certificates in these countries and are now "seeking enrollment in Egyptian universities.

Accdrding td the writer, the University Counciis n Egypt -have iildtteda certain number of places in.sach faculty for ad4nitting Egyptian oandi-dates coming from 4rab countries. The number,of p ces,allotted is toosmall to accommodate all eligible candidates. Furthermore, EgyptianstudentA coming from Saudi Arabia with high scorts, almost Monopolizedall places reserved, leaving no room for other Egyptian
candidates'comingfrom the remaining Arab countries, which fact undermineh the principleof equal opportumities as the writer said.

Concluding his article, the writer suggested one of two alternativesfor this problem: either to increase the number-of fixed,places'in order'to provide larger opportunities of admission for Egyptian cand$datescoming from all Arab countries.

77. Ef-Sebaei, Labib:'"All Rules for Recognizing technical Certificatesby Universities', (Al-Qawa'id Al-Xamilah Li-(abul Al-Shihadaat Al-FanniyyahBil7Sami'aat), "Al-Ahram-Al-Icatisadi' magazine, Cairo, Issue Nov,554,(September 15, pyrBI, pp. 36-37.

This article reviews the rules laid down by University Admission Coordina-tion Office regarding admission of holders of technioal certificates anddiplomas in universities;
.

The rules speolfy the respective regulations adopted by eaCh facultSr foradmission, including either the total number of grades obtained in illsubjects or the grades obtained in a specific group of theoretidal orpractical subjects being a prerequisite for joining the respective faculty.Other conditions of admission include age of oandidate and the branch inwhich he specialized in the different agriaaltural, industrial or commercialtechnical schools:

The writer also liste4 the rules laid down by the Cdordination Qffibe foradmitting graduates of teasher training Colleges in faculties of educationand in the Faculty of Technical Eduoation under certain conditions,including entrance teits.

Concluding his article, the writim related the conditions of,admimmdon.applicable in the Faculty of Musioal Education,'the Faculty of HcoeEconomics, the Faculty of Social Service and the Fai:ulty of Tourism 4nd.Notels.
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78. 'Aref, Mahmoud, "New Indices
University Coordination Results",
Ta'leem 'ala Dawi Natayej Tanseeq
Cairo, 27th year, Issue No. 8199,

on the Educational Map in,the Light of
(Muashiraat Jadidah4Li-Rharitat Al-
Al-Jami "Al-Akhbar" newspaper,
(September 25, 1031, p. 3.

Commenti.ng on the indices of admission in Egyptian untversities shownby 'the results of admdsaion released by the University Coordination
Office, the writer said that a racteristill phenomenon revealed by
these'results is that students h high scores in general-secondary
examinations prefer the'faculty eduoation to the faculties of law,science and agriculturesand show-no interest in the institutes of commerceand industry despite the acute shortage in.technioal.manbower.

After giving his awn explanation of this flhenomenon, the writer inter-
viewed senior university officials on the ideal method for organizing
and Coordinating admission in such a manner as to satisfy the country's
employment needs and, in the meantime, to accommodate thb students'
desires, aptitudes And-inilinations.

University officials advanced some sound suggestions for solving the
problem of high demand for one faculty and lack of.interest in other
faculties.

StUdents' Admission - Equality of Opportunities'

79. Soliman, 'Abdul "Exceptions in AdMihsion in Universities",
(Al-Istithnaat fil-gebul "Al-Oumhourijah" newspaper,
Cairo, 25' year, Issue No. 9007, (Auguat,26, 197/8T, p.'5.

Deiling with the problem of exceptions granted to certain categories of ,studenta applying for 'admission in Egyptian universities, the writer
said these exceptions are tantamount to privileges which remind us of .

the privileges enjoyed by certain.categories by way of "capitulation"
at the time of British occupatiOn in Egypt.

Stating the justifioations invoked for suoh exceptions, the writer said
that certain categories of students enjoy these exoeptions while other
oategories are clamouring for similar treatment..Exceptions, he added,
are responsible for the overcrowdedness of universities and encroachment
over the principle of equal opportunities.

'Speaking of the system of education which he proposes for checking the
large numbers'admitted in universities, the writer oalled for the
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application of the principle of equal opportunities, the abolition of
all forms of exceptions and the adoption(of a long-range policy whereby
education at the primary.stage is divided into four branches: vocational,applied, technological and academic.

Adoption of these proposals would be most effective in checking the
numbers of students admitted in universities, the writer concluded.

Teacher Training Colleges - Education

80. 'Ezzeddine, Youssef,, "Abolition of the System of Branches in 'Men
and Women 'Teacher Ttaining Colleges", (Ilghaa Nizaam Al-Shu'ab fi Dur

Wal-Mu'allimaat), "Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper, Cairo,
25th year, Issue,No. 8972; (July 22, 1978), p. b.

The writer reported on the resolutions adopted by the Technical Committee .

entrusted with the task of developing eduoation in Men and Women Teacher
Training Colleges, which resolutions would be implemented as from the
academic year 1979/80.

These resolutions oall for the abolition of the system of branches in the
fourth and fifth years of Teacher Training Colleges, due to the problems
caused by this system.

Other rbsolutiorit deal with the-Cdlleges' educational plans, the percentage
of professional subjects and the intensification of specific subjects.

In conclusion, the writer reviewed some of the problems of primary
education, pointing to the need for linking primary-eduoation with the
study plans of Teacher Training Colleges'.

Teacher Training Colleges - Employees TranSfers

81. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc., "Circular No. 2
Dated July 1, 1278 in Connection with the Transfer of Deputies, Headmastera

'aiiiColVGir.1eesn'andPrincilstoTeacherTzomCorsJobridis", Cairo,
Cabinet of the First Undersecretary of the Ministry of Education for
Primary Education and Men and Women Teacher Training Colleges, Ministry
of Education, 1978, 1 stencil page.

After stressing the importance of selecting qualified leaders for
filling the vacancies of Deputies, Headmasteris and Principals in teacher
/
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training cbileges and'after showing how this reflects on the progress
and advancement of colleges,.the Circular stipulated rules of thumb to
inaure that Directorates of Edudation only, select effioient oandidates
to fill these jobs, preferably by promoting the college's exilsting staff.

The Circular Went on to specify the prerequisites in any one selected
for occupying any such jobs through transfer from a corresponding job0.,
adding that the curriculum vitae of any candidates should first be forwarded
to the Directorate-General of Men aneWomen Teacher Training Colleges
for comment before actUal transfer takes place.

Data to be submitted to the Ministry of Education are also mentioned in -
the Circular.

Teacher Training Colleges - New. Academic Year

82. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ..: eto'., "Circular No. 46
Dated Au st 20 1 78 in Connection with the Pre rations and Plans for
Teacher Training Colledes in the Academic Year 197 79 Cairo, Cabinet
of the First,Undersecretary of' the Ministry of Education for Primary
Education and Men and Women Teacher Training Colleges, Ministry of
Education, 1978, 14 stencil pages.

Follawing an introduction on the importance of the directives contained
in the Circular regarding the various aspects of activities in mensand

.

women teacher training colleges, the Circular laid doww.detailed regulations
in six parts.

Part 1 deals with educational plans and organization. It requires colleges --
td restrict themselves to the nuMber of students prescribed for the first
year in all Governorates and describes the manner in which students are
distributed on the various branches. It, further, describes the stepa to
be taken to insure that school buildings are adequate, that the necessary
equipment are provided, that dormitories are well taken oare of and that
nutritious MeaIs are offered to students. The same part also deals with
the payment of bonuses and stipends to encourage teachers and students and
provides fbr the maintenance of an adequate administrative and general
service staff for the colleges.

Part 2 Aeals with curricula and text books, listing them
school subject.

The third part deseribes the.procedure for admission and
students in'teacher trainin iA. colleges and deals with the
eduoational qualification and examination prodedures.

according to

transfer Of
system of
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Part 4 deals with the concept and methods of technical guidance as
applied to the educational process. 4

The fifth part is concerned %litei educational experimentation in teacher
training colleges.

Part six deals with student associations, parents' councils and the dtities
of the Senior Social Worker in supervising the annexed primary school
and-the various social activities.

q'eaching Bodies, Status of

83. 'Aref, Mahmoud, "Would Professors Devote All Their Time-to Academic
Work? (Hall Yatafarragh Al-Asatizah Lil-'AmaI "Al-Akhbar"
newspaper, Cairo, 27th year, Issue No. 8177, (August 30, 1978), p. 12.

After outlining the measures so far taken by the State to ensure that
universiiy teaching bodies devote all pleir time to academic work in
their respective universities and showing how this would be instrumental
in promoting the educational process, the writer interviewed the -Vice-
President.of gairo.University on-this issue.

_Comparing full time professors to part timers, the Vice-President said
that the former have academic duties not only within the unilkrsity halls
but also outside them. Full time professors are expected to promote student
activity and help students find their way through aoademic books and
references, the Vice-President added,

One side problem emerging from the full devotion of university professors
to their respective universities is the deprivatio9Fof provincial univer-
sities from benefitting by the services of such professors through
seconding. The writer added that this side problem could be brought under
control until a permanent solution is eventually devised.

Concluding his article, the writer said that complete devotion "to one
academic work would enable professors to undertake scientific research
and supervise M.A. and Ph.D. dissertations.
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University Education, Development of

84. El-Nashshar, Mohamed Hamdl; "truótures and Patterns of'UniversityEduCation", Haikal Wa-Anmaat Al-Ta'leem Al-Jami'i), "Dawriyyat Al-Majalts.Al-glawmiyyah Al-Mutakflassissah", (Periodical of the Specializedliational
Councils), Cairo, 3rd year, Issue No. 3, (July-September 1578), pp. 7-18.

After reviewing the major problemS facing university education in Egypt,
the writer pointed to the manner in which each problem may be tackled in
order to help university.education develop and ensure that universitiesproceed on the right path.

The writer then indicated that universities in Egypt have tiad no !vs matic
process of development. After enumerating the consequences of such evelop-ment, the writer stressed the need for providing universities with all
means and possibilities after determicing the cost criteria averages
involved and reconsidering the present policy of admissiOn.

1111,

Commenting on the present practice of remunerating faculty members for
overtime, the writer said this whole unfair system should be revised.

' -

Other problems discussed in the article deal with the manner, in whichl
organizational structures are built, the relations between the univertity_tx
and its _various bodies on the one hand and the Government on the othert
and the organization structure and supervisory practices in the University's
various academic units wpether in the graduate or in the post-graduatestage.'

Dealing with the educational systems and patterns which govern the
educational process, the writer described the whole year system as
contrasted to semesters and the system of educational stages as contrasted
to curricula, showing how each of these 'systems may be applied in Egyptian
unil;rersities.

Lastly, the writer dealt with the types of ritudy programs and patterns
with which *eh student should be familiar and explained each type and
the specific Characteristics thereof.

Indicating the ratio between what a student in each university or faculty
actually studies and the sum total of the study programmes, the writer -
.8tressed the need for developing such programmes.



UnYv'ersity Edwlation, P1ann1ng.of
a

85.Embabi, Mohamed; *ap for University RA 1. CITA. tip to the' Year 2000"iAKharitah Lil-T6'leem Al-Jamiti hattt7"Aam'-2000), "Akhbar
nc41,11,q11,..r,'Cairo, 34th year, Issue No. 1767, (September 16, i97Y, p. 9.

A review is made in this article of a report prepared by-the National'Council of Education and Scientific Research ih which a new map was Flrawnfor university education up to the year 2000.

The report contains a comprehensive plan for the distribution of educationalservices on universities according to specific rules and regulations.
AeIt also contains a proposal for laying down a permanent and sound policyfor the-establishment of any new univemity.in the future taking intoconsideration' its teaching body, its scientific equipment-6nd its affilia-tion.

-The report dealt as'well With the number of universities needed in Egyptup to the year 2000 estimated in proportion to populgtion.

86. El-Sebaei,
the Minister of
Jamiraat, Wazir
year, Issue No.

University Education, Problems'of

Labib, "Following a Comprehensive Study, on Universities,
Eduoation Admits ...", (Ba'da Dirasah Shamilah 'an Al-
Al-Ta'leem Ya'taref), "Al-Ahram" newspaper, Cairo, 104th
335034, (September 2, 1978), p: 3. ,

Th article deals with an interview which the writer made with the Minister 4, .of Education about Egyptian.universities and their present status, dealingin this respect with the policy and philosophy of admission in Egyptianuniversities, and schools as well as exemptions granted ila,previous yearsand a new policy for admitting expatriate students therefn and the rulesand restrictions which safeguard the ,academic standard of Egyptianuniversities.

Another problem brought up dealt with the need to linklkucation topmployment opportunities. The Minister assured the writer that universityeducation is being rationalized in this direction and a number of newchannels are being epened.

Dealing with the qualitative'standard of education, the writer emphasized. the need for'all,university teadhing bodies to devote their time fully to
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Aniversity work. The Minister commented that adequate guarantees.andincentives are being provided to reach this result.

-The' writer brought up the problem of material possibilities in 4niversitieswhich shtuld supplement the human possibilities. In this respect, theMinister explained the steps taken ik proviling-buildings, equipment and,oapital outiay to consolidate university expansion projects.

Lastly, the writer brought up the problem of provincial universities whichare. Opened before the necessary possibilities are provided. The Ministerconcurred to-ionducting ak overall study of. the conditions of provincialuniversitiei to insure that they perform their task properly and efficiently.

University Independence

87. Soliman, 'Abdul 'Aziz, "Universities' Incomplete Independence",(Al-Istiqlaal Al-Naqis fil-Jami'aat), "Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper, Cairo,24th year, Issue No. 9011, (August 30, 1978), p. 5.

FolloWing ad introduction on the meaning of independence in general anduniversity independence in particular, the writer said that the lawsenacted for regulating universities have resulted,in checking universityindependence.

Under til,s-e--lawer, the PreSident of the University has no' Prerogative toappoint some employees, pay overtime to faculty or transfer a student fromone university to another, the writer added.

After saying that this
incomplete.independence,reflects on universityperformance and results in waste in the educational process, the writeroalled for giving each university the right to draw up a regulationreflecting its own specific needs and helping it to attain its envisagedgoals, adding that this step would iesult in better performance and fargreater kogress and would Contribute to univergity independence thecbntemplated benefits to be reaped therefrom.

e

GENERAL SECONDARY EDUCATION GERTIFICAIE

Gi fted Pupi ls

88. 'Aref,'Mahmoud,."PUpils Rating First in General Secondary ExaminationResults in TenYSars", (Awail Al-Thanawiyysh Al.'hammah fi 'Ashrtanawaat),"Al- r newspaper, Cairo, 27th year, Issue No. 8147, (July..26, Mt),P. 3.
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In this press coverage, the writer attempted.to trace samples of studentswho ranked first in the General Secondary examinations during the lastten years and to find out their whereabouts and whether or not theirdistinction in secondary examinations flas continued through universityeducation.

Causes of distinction are attributable to stability at home and 'religiousvalues. Private tutoring and whether or not it contributed-towards theirsuccess wen; also surveyed by the writer.

As to the present sySiem of exaMinations and whether it .serves the purposeof assessing student abilities, the writer underlined the importance ofreform and development of education.

Statistics,,

89. A.A.E., Ministry of Education, Directorate-General for Statisticsand Computer, "Status of Education _in the Arab. Republic of Egy t asReflected Results of the General Certificates Examinations Gene 1Secondary in 1977 : , Waqi Al-Ta leem fi JuMhuriyyat Misr Al- Arabiyyahmin khilal Natayej Al-Shihadaat Al-'Aammah (Al-Thanawiyyah Al-'Aammah)1977/78), Cairo, 1978, 29 stencil pages.

This study is primarily concerned with a atatistical survey of GeneralSecondary examination results in the academic year 1977/76, co eringboth sections of education, i.e. the literary and the soientiffto gndboth branches of the latter section, i.e. scientific and mathmatical.

In an.introduction to the study, the first year secondary was tig6redout as an important year complementary t9 the years orprimary andpreparatory levels in which students learn subjects of general cultural,
interest. The second and third secondary years are described in thesurvey to be preparatory for entering univeriklies.'

Moving to general secondary examinations, the surveyjsaid they representthe sole method for assessing student abilities and accomplishments;

Having said that large numbers are sitting for general secondary examina-tions, pie survey mentioned that recent steps have been taker to decentra-lize these examinations. Examinationsare now held and papers arecorrected on a decentralized basis in a number of sectors throughout theoountry. The survey listed the various sectors and enumerated the
Governorateq,belonging to each respective sector.

a
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The survey also mentioned that the scientific section of the general
. secondary education has been branched into two,faetions, one dealing withsciences and the other with mathenatics. It described the advantages ofthis branching and showed the extent to which this move has been needed.

The survey.then reproduced a Large number of statistical tables dealingwith Generai Secondary examinations in the year 1977778, departmentalized'as follows:

- Number of Students who sat for t4examination. (These students followthe system of Thirdx,Year Secondaryllith its sections of literary and
scientific subjects and the latter's branches of scienees and mathematics).

rtI
- Re-sults of General Secondary examinations

in the literary and scientific
sectiona. (3-year system):

- Results of-Oeneral SecOndary eXaminations in the literary and scientific
sections.'(Third year and 3-year system).

- Comparative figures covering the'last four years ealing with results
of General Secondary examinations 'in the literary and scientific sections.
(Third year system).

- Rate of succeeding students in the literary section according to the
different affiliates of sChools.

- Rate of succeeding students in both the literary and the scientific
sections (with the latter's two branches of .sciences'and mathematics)
in all educational affiliates.

- Rates of succeeding students in the scientific section (each branch-
. separately). in each educational affiliate.

- Rates of succeeding students on country level in 'each sector in the
sciemtific section (with its two branches)..

PerCentages of succeeding-Students in the scientific sectioh divided
-according to eategories of schools cgovernmental and private subsidized)
and according to Educational Directorates.

a
Percentageof.Succeeding students in the literary and scientific

sections according to Governorates arranged in a count-down order.

- Comparative rates of succeeding students in each Governorate in relationto 1976/77 figures.

.* f
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-
- Rates of/sucqeeding

students in ftach school subject in the scientificsection with both its branches (Ofie year system) as compared to 1976/77rates.

- Distribution of succeeding students according to their total gradesin the literary and scientific sections (with the latter's two branches).

- Distribution of succeeding students in the scientific section (with itstwo branches) according to their total grades and to,sectors.

- Percentage of suceeding students per school subject in the literaryand scientific sections as compared to figures of previous years.

GIFTED i'UPIIS

Schools and Classes of

90. Thdros, Halim Farid, "It is High Time to Do Away with the Phenomenonof Gifted Pupils' Classes"; (Zahirat Fusul Al-Mutafawwiqeen Jaa Al-WaqtLil-'Udul 'anha), "Al-Ahram" newspaper, Cairo, 104th year, Issue No. 33477,(August 7, 1978), p.

Dealing with the phenomenon of seggregating a special class in each so0oolfor gifted pupils, the writer said that this System suits societies witharistocratic classes.

Atter reviewing a number pf researdn on intelligence tests to determinethe impact of the family's
economic, cultural and social standard and theparent's occupation dr profession on pupils, the writer concluded that .this seggregation is not based on any sound psychological or socialconsiderations.

He went on to,surey the impact of the school, school administration,_educational aids and laboratories on student accomplishment, sayingthat the present system of exaAnations is not adequate for measuringpUpils' abilities or excellence.

Concluding,his.article, the writer said that age is the only criterionfor distributing pupils among classes. A class comprising of pupilsbelonging *the same age group Nit differing as.to mental abilitiesintensifie roup competition among pupils, insures teachers' psychologicaland professional tranquillity,and helpe improve the. educational process,the writer 44.



91. Youssef, Farid Tadros, "Gifted Pupils' Classes Are no Luxury",
(Fusul Al-Mutatawwiqeen Laysat Tarafan), "Al -Ahram" newspaper, Cairo,104th year, Issue No. 33494, (August 24, 1978), p. 7.

Refuting tht.: arguments containedin an article on gifted pupils' classespublished in "Al-Ahram" of August 7, 1978, the writer explained theelements taken into consideration in admitting pupils in these classes,saying that seggregation of gifted pupils reduces.jealousy and unfair
competition among pupils, insures that pupils enjoy the princivle ofequal opportunities and helps fostering fle.ure intellectual lea4ers andunivereity professors.

Concluding his article, the writer pointed out the different considerationswhich help these pupils excel.

HIGHER EDpCATION

Achievements

92. A.R.E., Ministry of Higher Education, Directorate-General for Planning,
Follow-up"and Statistics, "Development of Education in the Arab
Republic of Egypt during the Last Two Years 1976777 and 1977/78)",(Tatawwur Al-TaTleem Al-'Aali fi Jumhuriyyat Misr Al-'Arabiyyah fil-'Aamain Al -Akheerain 1976/77 wa 1977/78), Cairo, 1978, 17 pages.11
Reportioubmitted to the Center of Educational Documentation in connection

with tRefOreparation of the annual report on the development of education
in the Republic of Egypt in 1976-78.

Reviewing the development et education in the series of higher and
intermetiate institutes' sponsored by the Ministry of Education, beginningwith:- the teChnical commercial and industrial institutes, the report
described the Ministry's endeavours in developing curricula, providing thenecessary equipment and introducing new fields'of specialization in eachinstitute.

The report irmdioated the projects completed for the develorMent of theseinstitutes and the organizations taking part in them.

1 ,Statistioal tables on the quantitative development of these institutes
in 1976/77 and 1977/78 follow. They show the increase in the number of
students and members of the teaching bodies.
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Moving to the private institutes of higher and intermediate education,
the report described their system of education and indicated the develop-ment in the number-of students of both sexes.

In conclusion, the report described the services re/pectively extendedby the Dimcctorate-General for Health Care and the Administrations of
Libraries and Examinations to boys and girls enrolled in these institutes.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATTON

Ahievemerits

93. A.R.E., Ministry of Education,,Directorate-General of IndlotrialEducation, 'Re e rt on Industrial Education in the Academic Year 1 77/78",
(Tagreer 'an Al-Th leem Al-Sina i fil- Aamm Al-Dirasi 1977 7; Cairo,1978, 6 stencil pages.

- Report submitted to the Center of Educational Documentation in connec-.tion with the preparation of the annual report on the development of
Education in Egypt in 1977/78.

This report deals with the system of education in industrial schools;
whether adoPting the 3-year system or following the system of 5-years
and describes the categories of studentAgraduating from eadh of these
zections. It also deals with the curricula and their components, the
various branches of industrial education and the volume of students,
teachers and apprentices in the various fields of technology taught in
these schools.

Special attention is given.in this report to new achievements within
Ithe field of curricula of the new schools odened ip 1977/78 and the schools
which switched from the 3-year to the 5-year system, being most,froured
by the-Ministry of Education. Reasons justifying such switching were
given.

The report, further, reviewed the curricula, text bookS, aids and
equipment in existing industrial schools and pointed to certain problems
encountered and subsequently overcome. It outlined some new peojects
_contemplated for this tybe of.specialized education.

Appendices contained comparative statistics on students, graduates,
departments, advance studies and teachers in the 3-year and 5-year system
schools in the academic year 1977/7P ds compared to-the preceding year.
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Curricula

94. A.R.E., Ministry of Education, Directorate-General of IndustrialEducation, -New Developments in the Curricula of Industrial Education",(Al-Jadeed fi Manahij Al-Ta'leem Al-Sina'i), Cairo, 1978, 2 stencilpages.

- Report submitted te the Center of Educational Documentation in connectionwith the preparation of the annual report on the development of developmentof Education in Egypt in the academic year 1977/78.

This report deals .with industrial schools curricula, whether they belong'to the 3-year system or the 5-year,system. The curricula are decribedin their final form for adoption by schools as from the aeademia year
P978/79.

1
The report, further, deals with the new curricula, which have been drawnup but await revision and ap'proval by the competent committee before their.adoption beginning with the academic year 1979/80.

Text boolcs, used in the 3-year and 5-year system industrial schools,
were reported to have been written and edited and some parts were revised.

Problems encountered by the Directorate-General in drawing up curricula
and the manner in which they were overcome were, likewise, coveredfin
this report.

\Establishment

4,95. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc., "Ministerial
Resolution No. 14 Dated Au st 24 1 78 in Connection with the Establkment o lin Industrial Secondary School for Girls Following the 3-Year
System). in the ficmn of Kafr El-Shaikh, Governorate of,Kafr El-Shaikh",
Cairo, cabinet of the Minister:, Ministry of Education, 1978, 2 stencil
pages.

Thii Resolution Comprises five articles.

The first article decrees the establishment of an,Industrial Secondary
, School for Girls in Kafr El-Shaikh and states its name.

Article 2 enumerates the trades taught in the School and made provisionfor introducing new trades or abolishing existing ones according to the
community's needs.
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The third article subjected this School to the provisions of Law
No. 7.) of 1970 gcverning technIcal education and-all implementing regula-
tions issted thereunder.

Articte 4 specifies that education in the'School commences in the.
scholastic'year 1978/79.

The last article provides for the publication of the Resolution in ths
Official Gazette and fixes the date of its implementation.

INSTITME OF COOFERAYIVE STUDIES

96, El-Sebaei, Labib, "The Institute of Cooperative studies: Premeditated
Wrong", (Ma'had Al-Ta'awun Wal-Khataa ma' Sabq Al-Israr), "Al-Ahram
Al-Iqtisadi magazine, Issue Nc. 533, (September,1,.1978), pp. 46-47.

Following a review of the developments undergone by the system of admis-
' sion in the Institute of Cooperative studies and an appraisal of the
Institute's role in raising the standard-of public sector and governmental
employees who are admitted on local scholarships in the Institute, the
writer interviewed the Institute's Dean who expounded the iwaicy of
admission in respect of local scholars' in 1978/79 and specified the
academic qualifications and other condition to be fulfilled in any
candidate applying for admission.

In his interview, the Dean described the developments undergone by the
Institute since the late 19508i/hen study was for a duration of only one
year increased to two" in 1961. 'Pere, he mentioned that the Egyptian Society
of Cooperative Studies is endeavouring to secure an extension of the
duration of study to four years at the end of which graduates receive
t B.A. degree.

ln his same interview, the Dean reviewed the efforts exerted to ensure
shat graduates of the Institute have post-graduate opportunities. He
named the institutes and faculties which admit graduates to follaw higher
Studies in them.

:n conclusion, the,Deansrelated the various aspects of welfare extehded
So students in social, health,and athletic fields.

'%,
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LANGUAGE SCHOOLS

97. Barsum, Karam Habib, "Fifty Nursery Classes in-Language Schools"?
(Hawla Fusul Al-Hadanah Al-Khamseen Lil-Lughaat), "Al-Akhbar" newspaper,
Cairo, 27th year, Issue No. 8178, (August 31, 1978), p. 5.

After reviewing the arguments advanced by those who oppose the establish-
ment of fifty nursery classes in foreigp language schools and relating the
Justifications invoked in defence of their position, the writer stressed
the-importance of foreign languages saying that any endeavour to consolidate
Egypt's relations with the outside world depends on mastery of foreign
languages.

The writer went on to say that education 1.8 an inmestment process. He
added that those who advocate proceeding with these classes as an
experiment should know-that enrollment is destined to be very' low in
comparison with the number of pupils admitted in governmental and private
schools each year. He mentioned, in this connection, the extent of success
achieved by the similar nurseries now run by foreign communities in Egypt
and by the foreign language sections in Egyptian universities.

-

Emphasizing the necessity for education and linking it to the
needs of the society and the environme , the writer expressed his view
of the issue and the manner of assessing its success.

LAWS AND LEGISLATIONS

S(ie: 14 16, 44, 81, 82, 95, 100, 101, 117, 118, 121, 126,4 134.
.)

a

MATHEMATICS

Achievements

98. A.R.E., Ministry of Education, Office of the Mathematics Adviser,
"New DeveloRments Occurring in Mathematics in the Academic Year 19774278",
(Al-Jadeed allazi Tama Tala Al-Riadiyyaat fil-'Aamm Al-Dirasi 1977/78);
Cairo, 1978, 2 typewritten pages.

- Report submitted to the Cvpter of Educational Documentation in connection
with the preparation of the annual report on the development of education
in Egypt in the academic year 1977/78.

J
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Imas report is mainly concerned with the new developments in the field of
math-ematics in,primary and pre?aratory schools and the problems remating
from the shortagein mathematics inspectors. The report, furthpr, indicated
the-inability of schools to cope with the new requirements caused by the
introduction of modern mathematics, saying that intensive training
programmes were organized to help overcothe this problem. Details about the
programmes, their duration, participeing trainees and instructors were
also given.

11

As regards secondary schools, the report concentrated on the problems faced
by Mathematics inspectors in remote areas, showing how these difficulties
were o ome. ,.4

The report concluded with' a review of the new developments in mathematics
teaching in tndustrial schools and teacher training colleges.'

Modern Mathematics, Teaching of
4

99. Ya'qub, Kamal Riad, llodern Mathematics Teaching: A'Failure
Success", (Tadrees Al-Riyadiyyat Al-Hadeethah bayn Al-Fashal Wal-Najah),
"Al-Akhbar newspaper, Cairo,. 27th year, Issue No. 454, (August 3, 1978),
p. 5.

This article deals with the introduction of modern mathematics in secondary
and preparatory stages, the developments undergone in teaching this subject
and the problems arising in this respect, mainly the problem of widespread
private tutoring.

In expounding his views, the writer said that teachers of. moderd mathematics
in secondary schools are not doing a proper job, mainly because of the
inadequacy of the text books in Uses He added that the Arab League Organiza-
tion of Education, Sciences and Culture (AIRSCO) has prepared an excellent
text book for modern mathematics which is expected to be used in secondary'
schodls as from the scholastic year 1978/7?.

Moving to the preparatO4 stage, the writer said that modqrn mathematics,
teaching has been successful, principally be9ause the .text)pook in use
is extremely adequate. Very little private Oltoring is occapioned in the
preparatory stage, thaAks to the efficiency of teachers and text books.

Concluding his articp, the writer emphasized that mathematic curriduia
in-the primary 940 Should be left intact, while in the preparatory stage,
teaching of mocierni3Oscpsmaticm,should be expanded.

ts
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MINISTRY OP EDUCATION

Directorates

100. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ...

ErL_91ResoLutionNo.168DatedSetomb'2618inCoectionin_nqiththeCreation of the General Administration for the Affairs of Educational
Direotorates", Cabinet of the Minister, Ministry of Education, 1978,4 stencil pages.

The first of the five articles, contained in this Resolution, announcesthe creation of a new General Administration for dealing with EducationalDirectorates' affairs in the'various Egyptian Governorates and determinesits affiliation.

Article 2 cLscribes the organizational set-up of this General Administrationwhich is divided into three Sub-Administrations and a Secretariat. The
Article also specifies the various,Governorates and Sectors reporting toeach respective Sub-Administrations.

The third article defines the functions aiid powers alssigned to the General
Administration which include general and ield follow-up of the ilariousactivities Of the Educational Directorates in Governorates, follow-upof the implomentation of any resolutions ibsued by the Ministry of Education,study of the difficulties encountered by Educational Administrations and
.Directorates, follow-up of any orders, issued by the provincial or executivecouncils of the different Governorates and preparation of reports on anyfield visit paid'to any Educational Province.

Article 4-indicates the staff requirements for the new Directorate-
.

General, while the fifffi and last--article deals with the .implementation -'-----Nof this Resolution, ge date of its enforcement and the penalties prescribed
for any violation thvreof. ,...

Organization

101. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... .etc., "Ministerial
.ResolEtUallat_138 Dated Autitylt_laLlinjakInnection with the Powers

,

and Functions of the MinistrY of Education7s Central Atenqes , Cairo,
Cabinet of the Minister, Ministry of Education,'1978. 69 stencil pages.

This Resolution comprises three main articla and an annex.



In determining the powers and functions of the Ministry of Education's
Central Agencies, Article 1 made reference to the appended-Annex.

The second article wIthorizes the Undersecretaries of the Ministry, each
within the competence of the Sectors assigned thereto, to delegate the
powers and functions vested in their respective Sectors to the various
Directorates, Divisions and Units.

Artiele 3 provides for the implementation of the Resolutions and fixes
the date for its enforcement.

The appended Annex lists-ifie Vigher Councils presided over by the
Minister of Education, explains the manner in which they are constituted
and &scribes the functions of each.

It further mentions the branch offices into which the Minivter's Cabinet
is divided, giving the functions of each.

The Annex liiqs the Directorates-General and Directorates reporting to
the Deputy Mtftister as well as the functions of each. It also describes
the functions of the Ministry's Advisers for each school subject.

The Annex specifies the various Directorates-General and Sub-Directorates
within each of the Sectors of Primary .Education, Preparatory and Secondary
Education, Technical Education, E4pcational Services, Central Services
and Administrative Development and the Secretariat-General. It relates
as well the functions of each of the said General Administration and Sub-
Aodministrations.

102. A.R.E. Ministry of Education, Cabinet of the Minister, "Organiza-
tional Set-up of the Ministry of Education", (Al-Haikal Al-Tanzimi Li-
Diwan 'Aamm Wizarat Al-Tarbiyah Wal-Th'leem), Cairo, 1978. 162 pages.

This document contains four Ministerial Resolutions, defining the
organizational structure and set-up of the Ministry of Education's
Central Offices and Agencies with a view to compiling all relevant
Resolutions in one readily-available document.

Resolutrons contained are:.

Resolution No. 70 of April 1, 1978(1) dealing with the organizational
structure of the Ministry of Education's Central Offices;

.

(1) See: Seleoted Bibliography of Egyptian Educational Materials, Vol. 4,
No. 2, 1978, pp./52-53.
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Resolution No. 138 of August 13, 1979(1) specifying the powers and
functions of the Ministry's Central Agencies;

Resolution tie. 35 of February 1, 1978
(2)

defining the job classifleatione
of the Ministry's Central Agencies; and,lastly,

Resolution Nc. 168 of September 2b, 1978(3) creating a General Administra-
tion for tho Affairs of Educational Directorates.

1

MUSICAL EDUCATION-

Development of

103. .A.R.E., Ministry of Education, Office of the Adviser for-Theatrical
and Musical Education, "Musical Education and its Development in the
Sch&L Year 1977/78h, (Al-Tarbiyah Al-Mousicayyah wa ma Taraa 'alaiha
71177Aamm Al-Dirasi 1977/78), Cairo, 1978, 2 typewritten pages.

- Report submitted to the Center of Educational Documentation for the
preparation of the annual report on the development of education during1977/73.

This report deais with the neW developments in the curricula of musical
education in all educational stages. It describes the new methods
adopted in men and women teacher training colleges and the educational
aids devctoped for use in Musical education.

In reviewing the new developments in musical education, the report mentioned
that musical text books have been edited to keep pace with the developed
programmes and that a new guide for' teachers and students has been put
out for use in teacher training colleges.

Other subjects dealt with in the report include the steps taken in the
fields of inspection and supervision 1.n statterp dealing with.musical
education and also the-problems encountered by the Ministry and the
trends adopted for overcoming such problems, mainly the.problem of shortiage
in musical instructors.

(1) See_present Volume 4, No. 3.
(2) See: Selectedlaibliography, Vol. 4, NcY.1 1, 1978, p. 54:
(3) See present Volume 4, No. 3.

/
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Teaching Methods

/104. Sabri, Hoda, "Group Musical Playing; Latest Method of Teaching
Music", (A1-'Azf Al-Jima'i; Ahdath Asaleeb Al-Tarbiyah Al-Musiqiyyah),"Al-Ahram- newspaper, Cairo, 104th year, Issue No. 33445, (July 6/ 1978),
p 13.

In this article, the writer related her own experience with musical
teaching to a group of children and described the Methods used in this
respect.

She explained the advantages of teaching music through play, through
groups of musical players and through generating healthy competition among
children. Pointing to the method used in.correcting musical errors, the
writer mentioned that development of a sense of criticism is most effective.
She described, as well, the methods used 14 issuing instructions to musical
classes and explained the ideal method which would insure favourable
response on the part of collective musical classes.

After indicating the .function of group musical playing in developing a
spirit of group collaboration among the children, the writer suggested
methods which teachers of music were recommended to use in the primary
stage.

Concluding her article, the writer said that musical education should be
compulsory in the primary stage and optional in the preparatory stage.
She then gave the justifications for such reasoning.

NEW ACADEMIC YEAR

ov,

Directives

105.: 'Abdul Kader, Mohamed Zaki, "Prom,the Beginning of the Academic
Year", (Min Awwal Al-'Aamm Al-Dirasi), "Akhbar Al-Yom" newspaper, Cairo,
34th year, Issue No. 1769, (September 30, 1978), P. 8.
-
In his daily column; the writer addressed a heart-to-heart talk to .

pupils in the various stages of education on the eve of the new academic
year, pointing to the role expected from each one of.them and underlining
the importance of youth to the Motherland.

The writer wont on to give his advice to 'pupils on the proper modes of
life they should lead inside and outside schools, emphasizing the need
for gscipline, good character aild virtues. In our present world, there
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is need to develop a will-to-power in young men, the writer said, adding
that our present era is different from all previous eras. Vital require-
ments for driving the wheelof progress consist of science, knOwledge altd
ability to create and produce, the writei" added.

Addressing teachers, supervisors and educators, the writel.,highlighted
their dutmetimards themselves, their pupils and their motherland, showing
the ideal way of performing such duty.

Preparatiop

106. Muwafi, Yuari, "Urgent Problems in Need of Fair Solutions!",
(Mashakil 'Aajilah fin-Tizar Hulul 'Adelah!), "Al-Ahrme newspaper,
Cairo, 104th- year, Issue No. 33527, (September 25, p. 3.

Problems.incidenal:to the commencement of the new academic year and the
manner in which thtir were handled are explained in this article.

Foremost of thesevroblems ard: delivery of text books sufficiently in
advance of the operiing of the school year, annhal repairs and renovations .

in school buildings, provision of the necessary eqdipment,- preparation
of timetables and class listsi-completion of all administrative matters,
provision of meals in rui.al sChools and men and worpen teacher training
schools and maintenance of a quiet atmosphere which would help pupils
concentrate and study.

The writer underlined some other problems of a special nature such as
the complaint of one headnaster that his school had no classes for modern
mathematics or the complaint of another headmaster of the inadequacy of
classes and the need to build new ones with self-financing and similar
other problems.

0

107. .Zayed, Mohamed, "From the Minister_of EducatiOn to Eight Million
Pupils in 14,000 Schools", (Min Wazir Al-Ta'leem ila 8 Malayeen Tilmeez
fi 14,000 Madrasah), "Al-Ahram" newspaper, Cairo, 104th year, Issue No:
33530, (September 29, 197$), p. 9.

Afttir reviewing the Message addressed by the Minister of.Education to
pupils on the occasion of the commencement of the new school year, the
writer deicribed the endeavours on the part of the State for developing
and modernizing all educational inputs and indicated the steps taken for
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the preparation, trl.ining and raising the standard of teachZ-rti, tordeveloping curricula in all classes and for putting out new text bookswritten by experts.

The writer underlined the Minister's reference in.* message to the ,quantitative development of.schools, the services extended by the Ministrythroughout the country and the steps taken-in the direction of the one-class school.

Concluding,the writer highlighted the h-ope.:expressed by the Minister thatEgyptians shobld insist on the ri-ghtto education granted by the Stateand should perform th4r duty in building themse.lves and their new soniety.

108. Zayed, Mohamed, "What Did We Prepare to Chedk Problems of theAcademic Year?", (Wa-Maza A'dadna Lil-Hadd min Mushkilaat
'Al-Ahram" newspaper, Cairo, 104th year, Iéue No. 33530,.'(September 29, 1978), p. 9.

This article contains answers to four questions posed by the writer tothe responsible officials of the Mintstry of Education on major Ifoluca-tional issues.

Thc first issue deals with the raising of funds in schoolS and tile newregulations governing this practice.

The second issue is concerned with text Woks and teachers guides.Offic,ials gave the number of books actually printed 'and distributed amongpupils in all, levels of education. Regarding teachers' guides, they ex-plained why some teachers were late in receiving their copies.

The third issue deals with the availability of teachers and the shortagein some categories of them. Ministry's officials explained the effortseierted and incentives extended to encourage graduates of faculties ofqdueation, teachers, sciences, art and Dar.A1-'U1.um to work in the
,teaching profession.

The fourth issue is concerned with school buildings and the step takento repair pld buildings. Officials stated that a report has been prepared
on the building condition of each school, the oven.all renovation requiredand the self-financing measures taken in each Governorate.

S.
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NURSERIES

Language EducatIon
1

109. El-Shazli, Farouk"Poreign Lariguage Nurseries AnnIxed to SotwIls .(Dui Hadanah Lil-Lughaat Tuihaq Bil-Madares), "Al-Akhbar" ilowspaper,Cairo27th year, Isdue No. $141, (July 19, 1978.),, p..7,.

' In this arcti4, the writer explained the new reselUtion 14sued by whichEducatvional Zones were authorized to select primary schools and onderannexation of nurseries to them as a facility to parents wishing to send-their children to nIqrseries where 'they learn a foreignianguage.

The-writer statd the,condittons for enrollment in thee nursery classessand the-method ofteacilirig Applied to them.

After giving a historical account of nurseries and describing the problems-faoed,by Language schools in admitting pupild, the writer explained ifkheirconftitions of admission and supplemental tuition fees whichgave:rise tocomplaints on the part of pdrents. He,then explained how ihese and similEir
,

problums may be faced.

Teaching Meth'..4

110. -Abu
Kabshah0aMohamed;"Nurseries14hdEgYptian Child Care Speciallzed,iPrograinmes"; (Dur Hadanah Wa-Baramij Mutakhassisah Lil-'Inayah Bil-Tifr'Al-Gumhouriyah" newspaper, Cairo, 25th year, Issue No. 90d4,(September 12,,1918), p.

F011owin&a.review.of the Cairo Regional Childhood Council's recommenda-

*

tions.on expanding nursery houses to.governmental Irusing regions after .their ,successful experiment in some ,regions the vifiter listed theVrinaiples laid down I:4' the Council%s cippetent etimmittea to be observedin th.establishment of. nurseries.
.

.

Thfese.princiOles cover the fin&ncihg -Of nurserji.es,' child health and socit4care, ciiildren radie!'ahdT.V. prOgrammel and the tanner in which plibl&cpersonalities known.for their intexest in'children may be implicated inrehildren's 15rogrammes.
4

v

.Conaludihg his -artiple,.t4e writer.pointed+10,s-om apeial1zed .progpammesand.studies pn dh,ildren and ihoaed 'how good use coula be' made'of ths14,tesults.

-
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- PASSIVE DISTINCT/ON

Component

111.. Hanna, inot, "Theory. of Passive Distinction; When will We Put anEnd to it? , (Nazariyyat Al-Tafawwuq Al-SaltA; Mhte. Ja3aibm?),
Ouphouriyah" newspaper, Cairo, 25th year, Issue No.-8993, (August 12,
lipirT, P. 5.

Following an introduction .on the theory of passive distinction and .how
t reflects on national production and on the standard of living, the

said that thistheory -could-be undermined by enhancing rigorous
'spet;.zt.lization, encouraging -Serious iompetition among workers in.the same
:fie e and ensuring frebdom of the press.

455

IEducators and scientists should-remain in universities, -laboratories and
libraries and keep away.from administrative jobs, the writer added.

,

In the opinion of the writer, researt4.and training stipends and scHOlarr
shipe should be restricted to academicians actively engaged in their
respective fields of specialization, By so dong, the theoryNaf passive
distinction would be undermined and.ttle standard of science and scientists
in Egypt would_be raised:

112. A.R.E., Directora
"Annual Report for 19

'FHYSICAL EDUCATION

Achlevemrnts

9'stenc1l pages.

nal for Physical and Military Education,
(Al-Tagreerk-Sanald'I977/78), Cairo,

V.

Following a review of the,aima sought by the Ministry, the iieport described
the physical eduChtion Kane envipaged for toys and.girls'and the other
activities:Organized by the DirOctoratpe=beneral suchas chaMpionship
contests, grousAnd indiVidual spOrts and toUrnaments.,

In' its section.on veseaTchmand prOjeots,'the reportreviewed the new.,
developments in this fieleas well as the' projebted budget for.the
toireotorate-General. It alscteviewed the Oojects envisaged for the,
local trianing centers in each of the three stages of iducation and the
plans laid down for.devAloping traiard of both sirep for these local
Centers. '0 ,

4
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it
Dualing with the new project for (smelting special departmntP tn the threestages of.educatiOn, the report explained,their aims and the manner in
which these special departm4nts would operate in-order to organiA norittrihn.
festivals and parades, pointing, as well,'to the nuMber of Particionts
in each educational 'Stage.

I--

c4In conclusion, the report dealt with boy-scouts camps, camps set up for :
training 4taders and training- centers, despribing thelprogrammes and
actiVitieh in which they are engaged-and making an evaluation of each of
them.

14

PREPARATORY EDUCATION dERtIFICATE

Statistics 0
113. Ministry oil Education, Directorate-General for Statistics
and Computer, "Status of education in. the Nrab Republic of Egypt as
R'eflected b -the Results of General Certificate' Examinations: pre:Iratog
Certificate in 1977 7 Waqi r

Al- Ta leem fi Jumhuriyyat Misii.A1-TArabiyyah
'min Khilal Natayej Al-Shihadaat Al -'AaMmah;:Al-Shihadah Al-I'dadiyyah
1977/78),,Cairo,, 1978, 13 stencil pages.

-In. an introduction .to this'itUdy it was stated!that the year 1953/54
marks the begZ.nning of preparatory education iri Egypt.

N.
4 comparison was made'btween the number of'pupils enrolled in prepar9,tory.
education in 195 nd those enrolled in 1977/78 atis well as the percentage
of increase reArd during this period.

Then follows-A number oP atatistioal tables, painting out the pupils of
- both sexes enrolled in the preparatory stage and 'sitting fdr and supPeeding
in the Prepqratory gertificAte examination in 19771/78.

These tablc.8 ate as follows:
,

- Number of pupils of both sexes enrolled in the preparatory stage in
1977/78, ,

i

4P-4
(

$.

-.Number'of pupils sitting for and succeeding in thb Preicartory Certifi- `

caté examination in 1977/78.
.

.
,

.,
,

- Results of Preparatory Certificate examinations in the last five years
( 1973/74-1977/78 ).

t. .
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"- Aggregate results of the PrIparatory-Certificiate emination in 197T/Ta.

- Educational Directorates arranged,ln a count down order according to
their respective percentages of success in the Preparatory Cei'tificate
examination.

?

- Development of the Percentages of succeeding pupils in Preparatory
Certificate examinations in' all. Gc;Vernorates in the last five years
41973/74-19ft/78).

- d/wernorates recording in 1977/78 higher percentages of success than
in 1976/77. ik

huvernorates recording in 1977/70 lower,rcentages of su&leas than the
preceding year.

, 4

REPARATORY SCHOOLS .

Development
,

114. A.R.E.Ministry of Education; General AdMInistration of Preparatork
Education, 'Report on the Net* Services and other Aspects of Activities

Pxeparatory ?Tagreer bi-phaan' ma Istijadda.min
JAl-Khadamaat wa Nawahi Al-Nashaat fil-Ta'leem Al-I'dadi), Cairo, 1978,
10 stencil pages.

, Report submitted-to the Center' of Educational Documentation for the
preparation of the annual 14port on the development of education in Egypt.,
in the Scholastic Year 107/78.

-This report is divided .into two parts.

The first part'deals With.the new developments iri the freldti of.services
'and other aspects of activity-W.preparatory stools in matters pertaining
lext'books and curricula. A

.

1- "%J
..

, '..Of
. ,.

, ,.
:

This part begins with h talk onUsic educatiOn, Atm system and aims and_,
. .,liecounts ihe reasons jUstifyipfthe adoption-of such system. I.:k reviews

the number of sehools and kindt'of curricilla a,-,.ved for such education

-.41111,

by the MInistri and mentions the bodies oontici. ng t
schools with practioal inttruments. It,,further,..review
undertaken for the piirpose f guidance arylvplifting the
performance, mentioning tOR categories%resp:ontible for s

s
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1

Text books written for these schools are also reviewed in this section
with an indication of the extent to which they corresOnd to the newly-
developed curricula, apart from some other books which have undergone
simple revision for emphasizing their praetical aspect.
In this part, the report also deals with the steps taken by the Ministry
in teaching modern niathematics and mentions,the determining factors in
selecting sChools assigned to

teach.this_developed course of mathematics.
Reference is also made to comprehensiVe schools and the progress made in

. building and equipping them, with special mention of the bodies assisting
in consolidating such sehools.

,The second part of the report deals with the new developments in the field
of school planning and organization. Follbwing a review of the.general

.structure, system and educational plans of preparatory education, thereport\describes the experiment
being undertaken in Nasr City where a

new comprehensive 8-year school is being operated.
The repOrt, further, deals with new legislations, school administration-
and the status of admission in preparatory schools.
'In this part, a review is also made of some problems occasioned inPrelaratory edu8ation and the solutions devised therefor. It mentions
in this respect the problem of school buildings and the steps taken to
ease the pressure .of the steadily increasing number of students onschools and classrooms.

.

Diseussi
school.libraries, the report related the reasons for whichlibraries &e denied their independence. It suggested some solutionsfor the problems encountered.

Lastly, a review is made of the obstacles met ih this stage in extra-curricular activities and how the
Directórate-General contemplatesovercoming them.u.

ms

Aeferring to service olasses, the report described their ihade4uacies
and pointed to the steps expacted from the Ministry to enable themto perform their anticipAted task%

One last point dealt with in the report is the shortsge in teaching bodies
and steps required for afsetting this problem.

a
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Students' Admission

.115. Embabi, Mohamed, "A Place for My Son in,Any School!", (Makaan
fi Ayy Madrasah!), "Akhbar Al-Yom" newspaper, Cairo, 34th yen.r.

Issue No. 1759, (July 22,. 1978), p. 4.

After reviewing the rules and conditions governing admission of holders
of the Primary Education Certificate in preparatory schools, theAtiriter
mentioned four problems which hinder admission, namely: the pupil's
address and:whether his house is geographimaly located within the school's

- territorial domain, the total grades obtained by the pupil,- the age on,
the date of entrance ang the availability of places. t

The writer interviewed parents; school headmasters and officials of the
Ministry of EdUcation on how to solve the problem df the huge pile of
application forms 8u6Nitted by new eligible pupils.

Concluding his article, hereferred to a nundier of other factors which
.are taken into consideration before a pupil is admitted in a preparatory4
school.

.st

PRIMARY EDUCATICN

Statisiics

116. El-Sharouni, Sabet, "Statistioal Study of the Distribution of
Educational Services in the Prima Sta e of Education in the Arab
RCpublic of Egypt , DirasAh Ihsaiyyah Li-Tawzi Al-Khadamaat A1=Tatlimiyyaft,
Bil-Marhalah Al-Ibtidaiyyah Bi-Jumhuriyyat Misr Al-'Arabiyylah) by Sabet
El-Sharouni et al, Cairo, 'Ain Shams University, 19782 9 pages.

Following an introduction on the importance of the eduoational services
extended by the State to.the people and a review of the contributions
made by the private sector to educational services in primary, preparat6y,
general secondary and commercial secondary education, th% writer revliewed
the aims of his statistioal survey and explained the statistidal meiihod
employed for reaching his results.

Results obtained from the aurvey show the extent of inadequacy-of
eduoatioml, sepvices the Governorates of Upper Egypt, the higher

)rate of owfional services.in urban as contrasted to rural sec:to:1s,
'the'e ent of backwardness of woman eduoation, the excessive backwardness
of woman eduoatiosoAn rural regions. The proximity of edUcational servioes .

,r
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to males in ruriil and urban sectOrs and the-higher rate of services forwomen in urban than rural sectors.

Nine tables are appended to the survey, indicating the distribution ofeducational services by Governorate, urban environment, sex, sex in bothurban and rural regions and sex and environment combined. Other tablesshow the ratio of pupils to population in the.different Governorates in1976/77 and the ratio of primary pupils in rural and urban sectors to'the population in both sectors in the same year.

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

Headmasters,,Duties of

117. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws, Regulations ... etc., !Itircular NO. 41of Au st 7 78 in Connection with Performance of Teachi : Assitnmentsby Priyary School Headmasters', Cairo, Cabinet of the First Under-Secretaryof the Ministry of-Education for Primary Education and Teacher TrainingColleges, Ministry of Education, 1978, 1 Stencil page.
1

After underlining Zhe need for benefiiting from the experience of
primary school headmaster8 in teaching duties and showing how sueh duties 'keep them.in direct contact with the edueational'process -and qualify themfor promotion to higher technioal jobs, the Circular specified the numberof weekly periods which might be assigned to headmasters of schools withless than ten classes and those 'Assigned th the ease the school has morethan ten classes.

The Circular, further, explained the headmastei.'s role in determining
the class and the subject taught by him.

1/4 /

In conclusion, th-Circular explained the steps to be taken in implementing
its provisions.

A

New School Year

118. A.R.E., Legislations, taws, Regulations ... etc., "Circular No.
of Se t mber 1 in Co ection with the Pre.:rations for the New

-! A.School Year w: in-PriOary Schools', Cairo, Office of the First
Under secretary of the Ministry of Education for Priniary Education and
Teacher Training Colleges, 3!978, 54 stencil pages.
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In an introductory notte; the Circular underlined the importance of
conducting field surveys and sounding-out the opinion pf those actually
engaged in curricula compilation and educational pLanning before preparing
any Circular on education. This'was actually done before the present
Circular was prepared and divided in eight parts.

Part 1 deals with the absorption of pupils in schools in the school
Years 1977/78 and 1978/79 and with pupils' rate of success in primary
certificate. exAmination and in annual examinations between 1974/75 and
1976/77.

The s'econd part deals with the elements involved,in the educational process,
with special emphasis on school buildings, equipment., system of admission,
budgetary appropriations, distribution .of classes, study plans, curricula,
text books, educational activities, local follow-up, technidal guidance,
evaluation and school uniform.

Part 3 deals with the manner in which academically-retarded pupils are
attended to.

Aims and functions of basic education are set forth in Part 4.

-Part 5 deals with discipline in the one- and 2-.;class schools 4s well as
conditions of enrollment in these schools and the tanner in which they
are linked to the respective parent school.

7 . The skXth part is devoted to nurseries.and kindergarten.* underlines
the importance of these schools, specified the procedure of admission to
be followed in them and explains.ihe. teachers' duties towardd assisting

- the child in developinglpdily,,socially, psychologically and mentally
in one iutegrative process.,

.

Part 7 deals with the centres of complementary studies intended to avail
studgnts finishing primary education of having further studies. The
Circular sets.the conditions of admission in these centres and describes
their educational system and plang.

The eighih part assembles the major Mihisterial Resolutions and Circulars
which govern wOrk in primary education.

a 1
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,Statistics - Dropouts

119. A.R.E. Ministry of Education, Directorate-General of Nutrition,
"Statistica Surve on the Absenc Dro oue-and Discontinuation of Pupils
in Primary Sehools', Diresah Ihsaiyyah Lil-Ghiyab Wal-Tasarrub WaT-Iligitaft
bayna Talamcez Al-Madares Al-Ibtidaiyyah), Cairo, 1978; 46 pages.

The survey began with an introduction explaining its general and specificCMS and pointing to the impact school.meals have on attendance in primary'
schools.

After describing the sample used in the survey and the elements taken
into consideration in selecting such sample, the survey explained briefly
the steps taken to conduct this purvey, described the tools used and
defined the terms accurringj.n. the survey, such'as dropout and discontinua-
tion, giving the meaning of each.

Results and statistical data obtained were subjected to anhlysis and
' evaluation. Percentages of attendance of the specimens individuals

during the specified period of the survey were worked out.

sr

r . .

Following a study on the significance of the results obtained in determin-
ing the role played by nutrition in attendance versus absence, the survey
suggested that the system of serving school meals should be expanded to
cover the.whole country.

Statistics - Educational Waste

120. Ismail, Satid 'Abdul Maqsoud Mohaped, "A Statistical and Economic
SuTvey of the Problem of Educational_Mang in Egyptian Primary Schools",
7Dirasahlhsaiyyah Iqtisadiyyah.Li-Mushkilat Al-Faqed Al-Tarieemi fiI-
Madares Al-Ibtidaiyyah Al-Misriyyah), Cairo, Institute of Statistical
Research.and Studies,i, Cairo University; 1978, 192 pages.

- Dissertation Submitted 'to the Depiptment IA' Vital and Demographic
Statistics of the Institute of Statistical Research and Studies, Cairo
University for obtaining the.degme of M.A. in Statistics.

This dissertatfon conaists,of five Chapters, the first of which presents
a review df previous surveys on the same subject made both in Egypt and
abroad between'1958 and 1977. An analysif and critical study of these
surifeys flirmade.
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Chapter 2 discusses the differv-It methods for estimating waste ineduoation (caused by repetition and dropout).

In Chapter 3, the writer explained the Khnat method for estimatingeducational waste and demonstrated how thp method was adapted to suit
the nature of the Egyptian system of education.'Hé also indioated howthis method was applied to a-sample selected from among the primaryschools of Giza Goyernorate.

The fourth chapter introduces two methods.for
estimating vtaste, both ofr

whidh were applied to the sample of Giza Governorate as wela as another
sample representing all Egyptian Governorates.

Chapter 5 deals with the
economic,eensequences of &ducati onal waste.Here, a statistioal analysis-is made of the ithenomenon o repetition" inprimary oduoation in all Governorates and a review is made or the findings

obtained from this study conducteTin rural schools, urban schools andgovernmental schools, particularly girls schecaps. He also linked the-phenomenon of ilrop out to that of repetition.
,

This chapter ends with the
conclusions reached by the writer to theeffect that the problem of waste in villages needs immediate tackling,the system of terms, especially night terms, should be abolished, schoolmeals in primary eduoation, compulsory education should be extended toinclude the preparatory stage and more emphasis should be plaaed onquality rather than quantity in education.

A list of Arabic and foreign reference bOoks is given at the end of thedissertation.
I.

Teachers, Conditions of
121. A.R.E. 'Legislations, laws, flegu tions etc., "Ciroular No. ,p
of A st 22 1 8 in Connection

Non-holders of the Educe- N
tional

qualifications,Required for Primary Schools from Teadhing in such,
Schoole, Cairo, Cabinet of the First Under Seoretary,of the Ministry ofREWEron for Primary Education and Teacher Training Colleges, MinietrYof Education, 1978, 1 stencil page.

Followil!an introductory note on the extent_of
interest shown by the.,. Ministry of Education in promcting primaryaedueation and ensuring thequalified elanents teach in primary-schools, the Circular cited categoriesof teaohers assigned by some

Eduoatienal.Direetorates to teach in theseSchools, showing that their low standard reflects on,the standard of

4
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performance and runs contrary to the Resolution adopted by the Colincil ofUnder Secretaries on July 16, 1977.

The Circular emphasized that no teachers might be appointed; transferredor seconded to primary schools until they have first obtained thp ixonflvyeducational qualification.

In'conclusion, the Circular described the Educational Directorates rolein implementing this regulation.

PRIVJE EDUCATION

Problems

122. El-Menshawi,,Nahed, "Private Schools", (Al-Madaree Al-Khassah),"Al-Gumhouriyah- newspaper, Cairo, 25th year, Issue No. 9028, (September1, 1978), P. 9.

Following a historical synopsis on the development of private educationand the laws governing it since 1934 and up_ to 1978, the writer mentionedthat some gaps were encauntered in these laws reflecting on the status ofprivate schools, but were treated in-1958 when an amended law was issued.The rfew law, the writer added, defines the financial relation between the-pupil and the school, imposes certain controls on school conduct anddetermines the relation between.private schools and the Ministry ofEducation.

4 Dealing with tuition fees, the writer explained that their value'vwfrom one school to another. Here, she.quoted the views made by parents.
The writer dealt with the standard of education, teaching methods, and themanner in which teachers are selected in private schools. After describingthe prerequisites in teachers, she talked on the training they receiveand-suggested that material and moral incentives should be Accorded tothem to enoeurage them in performing their task.

Lastly, the writer reviewed some complaints on the part of parents,pupils and teachers, recOnmending practical solutiOns for them.

I
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PRIVATE TUTORING

Problems

123. El-Roubi, 'Abdul Razek Soliman, 'These Are the Dangers of Private,
Tutoring", (Hazihi Hiya Akhtaar Al-Durus Al-Khususiyyah), hAl-Ahrae_
newspaper, Cairo, 104th year, Issue No. 33443, (July 4, 1978), p. 131.

Dealing with the problem of private tutoring and the causes for its
widespread practice, the writer blamed the present sYstem of examinations
'for such phenomenon, adding that it _constitutes a financial strain on
the toiling family.

Turning to some of the serious- consequences of private tutoring afflicting
.pupils, the writer said pupils become dependent, dull and unable to
develop or become creative. It also leads to the so-called intellectual

.luxury.

Drawing comparison between private tutoring and teaching in a\class-
room, he said that in a classroom, there is a constant interchanke between
the teacher and pupils, which is not the fact in private tutoring.\

In the opinion of the writer, private tutoring prejudices the methc of
learning and the spirit of research and independent thinking in that
pupils are given abridged and concentrated,forms of knowledge which
paralysetheir power to think and moveyfreely towards acquiring more
knowledge. ,/

In conclusion, the writer gave his opinion in the issue of private
tutoring and.explained the justifications theieof.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

Curricula

124. El-Sharkawi, 'Abdul Rahman, "Religious Education, Basio Subject in
'School Curricula", (Al-Ta'leem Al-Dini'Maddah Asasiyylah'fi Manabij Al-
.Ta'leem), "Al.Aichbar" newspaper, Cairo, 27th year, Issue No. 8146, (July.
25, 1978), P., 7.

In this press coverage, the writer reported.a deoision.adopted by the
Islamic Doctrine Committee of the Supreme Council of Arts, Literattcre and
Social Sciences whereby religion would beoblme a basic) subjeot in.edueational
ourricula.-The writer'smphasized that the teaching of religion in schools
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would inculcate religious values and morals in pupils and ennourage their;
to behave as good Muslims in the society.

The writer also reviewed the other decisions-taken by the Committee for
cementing relations between Islamie thinkers in Egypt and in the Islamic
World.

-4iW.SEARCH CENTERS

Directories
4

125. Center of Information and Documentation, "Directory of Research
Centers, Councils, Institutes and Societies in the, Arab Republic of Egypt",
(Dalil Marakez Wa4lajalls Wa4la'ahed Wa-Jam'iyyaat Al-Buhuth fi Jumhuriyyat,
Misr Al-tArabiyyah4.,,"Dawriiyat Al-Majalis Al-Qawmiyiah Al-Mutakhassissah",
(Periodical of the Specialized I1ational Councils), 3rd year, Issue No. 3,
(July-September 1978), pp. 87-9

In an introduction to this Directory, it was stated that, it is intended
to serve as'a guide to the various research centers in Egypt with a view
to poordinating activities with.them and benefiittng from thdir respective
services in rationalizing business activities, production and researcir

.

wprk at all locations.

All research centers.in Egyptian universities are listed in this Directory
together with the functions and spheres cf interest of each.

4$
Talking about the Academy of Scientific Research, the Directory listed
all centers affiliated to it and all councils ana scientific committees
branching from the Academy's Board. These councils and-committees are
entrusted with the preparation of.- well-studied: programmes on specific
subj(;cts dealing with publicity, educational afds and cultural relattons:

Research centers anrlexed to different Ministries, governmental agencies,
40roduction-en'tenprises and scientific societies are also listed in the
Directory.

For the sake of comprehensiveness, the Directory listed as well the
regional and international research centers. .



>

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATICN AND ORGANIZATION
f

School Library Fees

126.. A.R.E., Legialations, Laws, Reglibtions ete., ACircular No..32
of Jul 18 1 78 in Connection with.School Libra Fees and Ex enses
EtIzaz21.31121:tfi2_0m , Cairo, Secretariat-General of the Social Service
Fee Proceeds Fund, Ministry of Education, 1978, one btencil page.

Following a review of a number of inquiries received from the various
Directorates of Education on the possibility of utilizing portion of
school 11bn:try feels allocations in each Directorate in enriclAng school.
libraries, the Circular sipecified the conditiona governing defrayal of
such expenses from-library fees. It, further, mentic5ned the conditions for
purchasing students' prizes from the allocation of library fees procv4ds .

in each:Directorate;

SCHOOL JOURNALISM

Achievements

127. A.R.E., Ministry of. Education, Administration-of behool Journalism,
"Report on-School iduKnaliam in 1227/78%. (Tagreer 'an Al-Sahafah Al-
Madrasiyyah.1.1-'Aamm 07/778), Cairo, 1978r.4 typewritten pages.

- Report submitted to the Center of Edupational Documentation in connection
with the'preparetion of the anni.t4, report on the.development of-education
in 1977/78.

,A,t the beginming of the report, a review vas made of.the journalism
training programmes conducteVirl militiry secondary schoats, their
aims, the categories of students who attended tpem and the press experts
who took.part in their preparations.

Dealing with the press activities in which different Educational,DirectOrates
and Administrations took part, the repoA described the various prgss
exhibitions and cohtests and the topics on-which they focused, ahowing
how these topics,occupying public attention were expounde

Then followed a review of the role of school journalism in devt!loping
Student Association Councild and in coorslinating the relationships between
the different Councils.
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On the subject of new projects dealing with school journalism, the reportdescribed the steps taken for promoting children's journalism activitiesin primary and preparatory stage6 and desCribed, as well, the journalisticpanels held onthe oceasiOn of the Child's Year, explaining the aim ofeach panel.

$.

'SCHOOL SCHEDULES

School's and Universitids Organizatfon

128. Mahmoud, liafez, "Schedule of Schools and Universities', (Mawa'eedAl-Dirasah fil-Madares Wal-Jami'aat), "Al-Gumhouri ahn`newspaper, Cairo,25t11. year, Issue No., 9030, (September 18, 197 ), p. 5. .

,/

The writer began his article saying that the present schedule of schoolsand universities requires radical change. He called for Changing thetes of entrance, mid-mr and end-of-year examinations and summerholidays whuther for.ptuNnts or for the educational and administraivestaff. The new schedules, he added, would take into consideration thephysical and weather conditions in Egypt.

He suggested new dates which would help students organize their timebetter, both in their institutions and at home.

Concluding his article, the writer said that properksocial services shouldbefextended.to.students,, including transportation facilities, to createa favourable psychological atmosphe'm in which students can concentrateon thuir studies.

if

SCHOOL YEAR

Organization

129. .'Abdul Razek, Sumayyah, "four Son Spends One Half of the Year's'Mbnths at Home,.(Ibnik Yaqdi Nisf Shuhur Al-Sanah "Al-Gurnhour1yah " neWspaper, Cairo, 25th.year: Issue No. 9033, (September 21,97 , P 8.

.Dealing with the duration of school year in Egypt, the writer indicatedhow this factor influences educational accomplishment and described thepractice of teacher's in trying to wind up curricula hurriedly before theschool year comes tojan end.

p
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Commenting on the relation between school year duration and the present .\system of examinations, the writer said the latter System should be
changed, such being a prerequisite for any educational rd'orm in Egypt.

The writter wen on to say the school should help studeAs acquire
;experience and knowledge and develop 'their personalities emotionally'
and culturally. It should also help them retain such.knowledge and,
experience.

1

Commenting on'the loltig summer holidays in Egypt, the writer pi-oposed a
prognamme involving different types of activities, saying that maximum
use in all i"espects should bemade of thése holidays.

SCIENCE

Development Means

130. Mansour,-Kamel, "Education-and the Scientific Spiiit", (Al-Ta'leern.
Wal-Ruh Al-'Ilmiyyah),."Dawriyyat Al-Majalis 'A\l-Qawmiyyah Al:MutakhaSsissah",
(Periodical of the Specialized National Councils),Cairo, 3rd year, Issue
N. 3, (July-September p.m), pp. 21-28.

Beginningis article,* the writer said thEPAFin*all its sectors, the
Egyptian society is in dire med for the scientifid method of thinking,
adding that comprehension of scientific spirit is most vital to the
-country'. Educatori are responsible for preparing the proper atmosphere'
for receiving sciences at an early age, the writer isaid.

Describing the features and charactegistics of science, the writer
said that science is endleisi, itb theories have enriched human life and
its nature is united and integrated. j

.

Moving to the features,and chilracteristics of knowledge, he related sóme
of his. readings and some'of the experience gatnea from,conferences,saying

.

that knowledge,stresses theiimpbrtance of science to,ihe Society and )

asserts that the country's national existencerequires a scientific and
cultural atmosphere, a thorough study an9/comp;phension of scientific
Wrk.

4 %

The writer went on to answer the folltwing questions: Prom what elementi
does science con fssist? Hgw do scients work? How doesssdienoe influence

4 a student's.6omprehensionland,independent judgement? He then added that
science calls for exertini every effort and moving in all freedom to.
cover truth.

. )
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Concluding-his article, the writr described how scientific trek116tions
and spirit may be created'aMong students and how their mentality may be
so-developed as to acquire thp scienkfiFic approach. Educators are responsi-
Ille for attaining this resul,X, tte wr ter49pcluded.

,

SCIENCES' AND MATHINAitCS.

Development .

131. A.R.E.; 'Ain Shams UniversitA Sciencd.Teaching Development Center,
"Center:s Working Plian'durintIthe Academic Yeaii 1978/72", (Khuttat 'Amal
Al-Markaz khilal Al-Jami'i 1978/79 ), Cairo, 1978, 10 stencil pagep.

.After explaining-the general framework of the Sqience -Teaching Development
Center's working plan, the document reviewed the Center!s aims,'basic
functions and accomplishments.

Some accomplishMents enumerated by the document include developthent of
science and matilematics curricula, training the necessary technical .

backbon6 staff, organizing programmes for the sprad df scientific culture
and preparktion of a scientific'portfolio with the ass/stance of Science
Clubs. The document described the scientific portfolio, enumerated the
subjects contained in it and indicated .i,he aims it serves. .;

.

The document went on tb describe some of the different elements involved
in the Center's working plan which include a project undervnY 'for the ,

development of.science and mathematics teadhing and for developing the
evaluation process applying tb these topics.

.
,

Projects enviSaged by the Cdhter include the ipsuance of a magagipe tor
modern sciences and the publication of a book on methods and trends:of
developing scientific education

Regarding new scientific activities, the, document mentioned the scientifib
workshops and panels scheduled for the forthcoming year, explaining their
respective aims and the bo4ies collaborating with the Center to this effect.

The Center's new plans oall for
Iortfolios among primary school
the_ preceding year.

the designing and distribution of scientific
pupils after theirl9onsidereible success in

A
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SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

Needs

,

132. Moussa, El-TUhami 'A ul Rahman, "Scientific Research Policy in the
Next Period", (Al-Bahth Al Ilmi fil-Marhalah Al-Qadimah), "Dawriyyat
Al-Ma)alis Al-Qawmiyah -Mutakhassissah", (Periodical of the Specialized
National Councils), Cai 3rd year, Issue No. 3, (July-September 1978),
pp. 29-37.

After emphasizing the importance of Acientific research and pointing to
the, peed for. linking JA to the economic development plan, the writer
explained the teps for .bringling about such,linkage mid for involving-
scientific rese rch agencies in the preparation of the country's over-all
development pla .

2

The writer mile a field co-existence between'those engaged in
sCientikia research and. ihose engaged in production saying that the
results:of-their cooperation would eventually be copied and applied by
all sectors of produption.

He then discUssed the plans forkpreparing and developing scientists and
technical assistants Saying that such trained categories should be en-
couraged to work coAectively in research projects and adding that full
,use must be made of such_research.

.Concluding his article, the writer pointed to the basic requirements for
successful researdh work in Egypt. These are: organizingregula4ons,_
clear-cut plan, avallabilitY of technicians and scientists., coordination
of aCtivities bftween the various machineries and existence of an integra-
tive system :of documentationand data.

SOCIAL EDUCATION

Achisvements

1,33. A.R.E., Ministry of Education, Directorate-General for Social
.

Education, "Aocomplishments of the Directorate-General for'Social Eduoa-
tion iiy 1977/78", .(Injazaat Al-Idarah Lil=Tarbiyah Al-Ijtim
Ijtim7iyyah khifal 'Aam 1977/78), Cairo1978, 4 typewritten pages.

- Report submitted to the Center of EduoationaiDocumentation in connec-
.

tion with the preparation of the annual report on the development of eduoa-
tidh in 1977/78...

,
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Reviewing the accomplishments of the Directorate-General for.Social
Educationo'the report described the picnics and camps;organized by it,
mentioning their c1urat1on, the categories of.pupils who took part in them,

` the programmes they offered and the results obtained from this type ofactivity.
. .

Moving to social'projeets, the report described how they.are supervised
and financed and pointeci.to their tangible results.

. .Regarding the individual social.sesvices extended by the Offices of
School Social Service in the varibus Educalional Directorates and

.Administrations in Governorate, the report described the plan aimed At
caring for and treating problematic pupils.

In concluilon, the report elaborated on, the functions of the different
types.ot school councils, programs for tTaining leaders and on thesole
played by the National Council for,Youth and Sports in this respect.

'SPECIAL EDUCATION SCHOOLS AND CLASSES

New Academic Year

134. A.R.E., Legislations, Laws and Regulations, 7Circular No. 40 of
Juqy 27, 1 78 in Connection with the Pr9arations for the New School .Year 1 78 7 in S ecial Education Schools and Classes 0

, Cairo, Cabinet
the First Under Secretary of the Ministry of Education for Primary
Education and Teacher Training Colleges, Ministry of Education, 11978,.
36 stencil pages.

of'

This .Circular deals with the-spo8ial,education offered in classes or*
schools to handieapped pupils..It explains why special school facilities
are seggregated for these categories of pupils and elaborates on the
edtcational aims sought froM special education.

The eixfoular then stated the various dirpctives which ensure the proper
performance and conduct of this sector of education. It mentioned that
prior to the beginning of school year and following the return of teachers
from their annual vacations, conferences and panels, should beheld in
specino!idlucation schoo,ls to plan for the new year and to insure that all
requil ts have been met, including building facilities, utilities,
fulpiture and equipment.

Other directives contained in the Circular deal with dormitories,
uniforms aneblothes and meals'served to hostel pupils in the'primarY,'
preparatory.and seconddry stages.
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The Circular specified the dates of admission in special education sohoels
and classes in general and ih particular in the behools oalled Light
Sight, Hope,Yeeble Hearing and Intellectual,Care.

Other subjects dealt with in the Circular inclpde the financial procedures
for defraying expenses fro6 the school's appropriatftna, the methods for
alluring and hiring teacheirs te work in these schools, the need for
appointing.a psychological lupervisor and for revising the curricula to
ascertain its conformity to the established educational programmes.

.

The Circular further mentioned that a complete inventory list of 411
educational aids avail,able in these schools Should be kept. Special care
siloula be directed to encouraging pupils,to engage in oUltural activities,
sports, arts and social activities. ,

Other directives contained in the Circular deal with examination4 and
methods of evaluating handicapped pupils.

1

The last part of the Circular deals with the duties of special education
inApectors, inspectors of preparatory and secondary schools and other
educational of icers towards these special schools.

The circulak nded by explaining how parents be made acquaint.pd with the
services ren red by these schools.

4

STUDENTS' EITALUATION

Class-Work

135. Beshai, Maher Farago "Class-Work in Our Schools", .(A'maal Al-Sanah
fi Madarisina), "Al-Ahraml? newspaper,,Cairo,,104th year, Issue No. 33489,
(August 19, 1970-7-57-1.

' At the beginning of his article, the writer described the practice of
conside/ling class-work as basis tor vvalUating.pupils and indicated the
.reasons which prompt'the Ministry of Education tol.nsist on this practice..

Reviewing Ihe.evils of this'system, the writer said-that the density of
classrooms coupled with the heavy burdens assumed by the teacher render
clasp-work inadequate in assessing pupil's accomplishments. He blamed
Aass!-work for the widespread practice of private tutoring'and the drop
in pupils' academic standard.

.de
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.
The writpr went op to Say that class-work is calculated in a omsualmaaLer adding that the grades of the month of April are put which praeticalexaminations are on.

Cbncluding his aAiple, he suggested that the gradxs of all subjectsshould be distributed among examinations held by schools.
Justificationsfor adopting this sugnestion were given by thv writer.

TEACHER TWNING DIPLOMA

Statistics
4.

' 136. A,R.E., Ministry df Education, Directorate-General for Statistics.and Computer, "Status Of Edubation in the Arab Republic of Egypt asRef Ited by the Results Of the General.Certificate and Teacher TieiningDi oma Examinatiorls in 1977/78", (WaqiriAl-Tarleem fi Jumhuriyyat MisrAl- Arabiyyah min Khilal Natayij
Al-Shihadaat Al-'Aammah, Diplom Al-Mu'allimeen Wal4lu'allimaat 1977/78), Cairo, 1978, 11 stencil pages.

. In an introduction .y) this statistical study, the role of men and womenteacher training colleges in meeting the requireMents of primary schoolsto educationally-qualified men And women teachers is underlined. Anindicatien is given in the introduction to the duration of study in thesecolleges and to the sections to which colleges-branch as from.the fourthyear. The introduction also desoribes the system of admission which appliesto men and women desirous of entering teacher training colleges.
This is followed by some statistical tables, containing gross figures ofstudents sitting for and 'succeeding in the 1977/78 diploma examinationsin either seSsiOn and in both examination sessions.

Tables are as follows (all in respect of the academic year 1977/78):

- General results of diplOma
eXaminations in both sessions.>

.

- Percentage of succeeding students in each separate section.
. ,N

.
0 .- Results of diploma exaMinations in bah sessions accordingto section.

Detailed statistioal data on the number of men and women sitting forwad succeeding in diploma examinations in both sessions.'

Percentage of succeeding students, of both sexes in each Governorate.

- DipIpma examination resulti in different Governorates arranged as togeneral percentages of-success counted-downmard.
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TEACHERS

Development

137. A.R.E., Ministry of Education, General Administration of Teacher
Training Colleges,,"Educational Trends, Projects and Problems Experienced
laMen and Women Teacher Training Colleges", 4d-Ittijahaaal-MashrouTtlat
Wal-Mushkilaat allati Taraat Tala Dur Al-Mu'allimeen Wal-Mu'allimaat),
Cairo, 1978, 4 stencil pages.

- Report submitted to-the-Center of Educational Documentation for the
preparation of the anndal report on the development of education in Egypt
in' Le acadeMic year 1977/78.

The report began with a review of the resolutions dnd legislations issued
during the period under discussion.which elstablish principles fon selecting
teaching bodies in teacher training colleges and decree encourag&ent
incentives to influence such.selection. It, further, reviewed the steps
taken to aHure students obtaining high scores in the Preparatory.Certifi-
cate examination to join these colleges.

Moving to projects undeqaken by the General Administration nf Teacher
Training Col. ges, the repori'reviewed some projects designed in conjunc-
tion with in ernational organizations for implementation over the next
five years.

141e report also dealt with the' measures taken by the Directorate-General
for providing complementary academic and-educational qualifications for
primary school teachers, relating the studies conducted iii this respect.'

A review is also made of tfie quantitative development of men and women
teacher training bolleges, indicating the number of graduates in the
prepeding year as coMpared to the anticipated number of graduates in
1977/78. .

Finally, the report reviewed the major prdblems racing ihe eduoational
process ix teacher training colleges and mentioned how these problems
were overcome.

Dealing with educationaLaids, the report reviewed the steps taken by
:the General Administration of Teacher Training Colleges in the prepara-
tion itnd production of such aids.

A last ioint covered by the'report deals-with educational experimentation
.and the manner in which it could be intensified. In this conneotion, it
reviewed soMse experiments-undertaken in schools annexed to 1eaoher ,training
colleges.

.
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TECHNICAL EDUCAT/ON

Educational Research
138. 'Abdill-Halim, Fath El-Bab,
Education', (Huhuth fil-Tarbiyah
Alodul Halim and Youssef Ghorab,

University, 1978, 278 pages.

(Compiler), "Research on Technical
Al-Fanniyyah), Compiled by Fath El-Bab
Cairo, Faculty of Art Education, Helwan

This document contains summaries of.the M.A. and Ph.D. dissertationssutmitted to the Faculty of Technical Education of Hplwan Universityduring the.period 1971 through 1977.

In Part 1 of this 2-part document, a review is made of the M.A. disserta-tions submitted to the respeetive Departments of Educational Principles and
!Theories, Curricula dnd Teaching Methods, Psychology and Educational Tech-nology, Painting and Art APpreciat),on,

Sculpture and Ceramics, Designing,
and Art and Folklore Works.

The s.:cond part is devoted to Ph.D.
dissertations. It contains twochapters, reviewing dissertations submitted to the Departmeas ofSculpture And Ceramics and Artend

Folklore Works.

Summaries give a general idea of each dissertation, the method and scopeof research in each and the writer's
presuppositions, findings and recom-mendations.

Agricultural Schools - Achievements
139. A.R.E:, Ministry of Education, Cabinet of the Ministry's

Agricultural
, Education Adviser, "New Developments in Agricultural Education in 1917/78",-

(A1-4adeed fil-Ta'leem Al-Zira'i khilal 'Aamm
11.977/.78), Cairo,, 3278,5 typewritten pages.

- Report submitted to the Center of Educational Documentation in conneatronwith the Preparation of the annual report of educational developments in1977/78.

The report began with a statistical table indicating the quantitativedevelopment-of classes, students and graduates of agricultural seconda*schools in4977/78 as compared to the cori.esponding figures in 1976/77along with a commentary explaining the reasons for the increase ot,deareasein eabh brmnah of agricultural schools.
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Moving to qualitative development, the report dealt with curricula andthe changes introduced thereon and with the revised text books in eachagricultural- secondary school, whether belonging t4othe 3-year or the.5-yearsystem.

The report dealt, further, with schools transformed into the 5-yearsystem, explaining the,aims contemplated from such a measure;

It went on to describe the steps taken in both the Agricultural TechnicalSchool for Food Industries and the Agricultural Technical School farLand Reclamation and Agricultural Mechanizetion whether in theiprovision( of buildings, equipment and creation of new specialized fields, or indeveloping their-eduoational plans to cdhform to the colintry's technicalneeds and to the requirem6nts of the industrialization plan.

Dealing with the new system of diplomaj examination in agricultural secondary, schools, 'the rpport underlined the ainJ contemplated by.the State fromdividing this.examination into two sectors.

Lastly, thu report reviewed a project initiated by some agriculturalschools for thaintaining a permanent capital on an 11-country level.
To the report was appended the syllabUs of the Experimental School forFood Industries.

TECHNICAL SCH0018

Development

140. El-Sebaei, Labib, "Tedhntoal Schools Admit Students .Failing toJoin General Secondary Schools", (Al-Madares Al-Fanry.yyah Taqbal Al-Talabkh ailazeen 1mm Yaltahiqu pil-Thanawi Al-'Aamm), "Al-Ahram" news-paper, Cairo; 104th year, Issue No. 33508, (September 7, 1978), p. 8.

This article, dea2
. with the Ministry of. Eduoation's resolutions on1 admission in secondary technical schools (i.e. industrial, agriculturaland commercial).

The writer described the measures taken for enabling pupils to join thespepialized schodl they choose. Ue explainal the bases for'preferenceamong oandidates as to age, scores and the like.

Moving to the measures tAgn this year by the Ministry of Eduoation tocheok demand on general secondary schools and,encourage admission in
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1,

.,technical schools, the writer said the Ministry is bent on training adequate
numbers of technicians in the vatious fields of specialization in order
that the demand on Egyptian and Arab Labour markets may be met.

The writer, further, descrilled troe steps taken for developing curricula
and equipment in technical schools to ensure that they keep abreas with
world pregress in these tm.des.

He added that some schools have alrehdy been transformed into professional
schoels following the/5-year system with the backing-of Some organizations.
In this respect he mentioneoLthat some sector oractivity, such az the
sectors of iftrance, land reclamation and tourism have already declared
their needs to different categories of technicians.

Economics of Eduoation - Waste

141. Mohamed, SEt'id 'Abdul Maqsud, \''Cost of Waste in Vocational and. .

TechnolotictEd cation in the Arab fie ublid of "E t", (Takiifat
---ThqanniBi-Jumhurimt Misr Al-'Arabiyyah),

by Sa 'id 'Abdul Maqsucl Mohamed and Ahmed Fathi Mustafa, Cairo, 'Ain
Shams University, 1978, 13 pages

Following an introduction on economic and social developments and how
they reflect On the aims and techniques-6f education, the writers defined
the terms used in their research and explained the I/leading of economics
of vocational and technological education.

TUrning to the factors which influence educational economics, the writers
mentioned the breakdown of costs per pupil, the total cOst per/Fiduate,

rathe avege number of yeArq spent by a student in school, the educational
yield, the features of waste andliow to measure it and the loss sustained
by reason of the surplus in graduates.

. ,

The authors then reviewed the Toncluiions reached by them. in their
conclusions, they described the benefits of industrial vooational education
as compared to qther type!, of vo9ationa'l education (i.e. agricultural,
commercial and general) and how to enhance the effectiveness of agricul-.
tural Vocational education in relation to commer4ial and general vooational
eduoation.

The survey ended with a number of recommendations pertaining to the'
development of available statistics on labour markets, the formulation
qf a vocational edUcational plan linked to the oveiall eeonomid plan and
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the development of vocational education programmes to meet the /vards of
Arab countries and keep pace with technological progress.

The survey ended with a bibliographical list Of Arabi-0 and foreign 6Ooks
consulted by the authors.

Students' Trends

142. Al-Ansari, Sarnia Louth, "Attitudes of Technicak.Secondary School .

Students towards Thetir School and Their Relation to sdine Variables",
,

(Ittijahaat TUllab Al-Madares Al-Fanniyyah Al-Thanawiyyah nahwa Madrasatihim
Wa-'Ilaqatuha bi-ba'd Al-Mutaghayyeraat), "Sahifat Al-Maktabah"; (Library
Magazine), Cairo, Vol. 10, Issue No. 3, (0c7E3-gt7-1777)7517:7719.

This article consists of a research paper prepared by the Writer to
determine the different attitudes of technical secondary school students
towards their schools.

She began her paper with an introduction in which she described the keen
interest Egypt is now showing in technical education in order tO proyide
the missing link between general labourersed production supetvisers.

After setting forth the aim of her research and indicating its importance,
the 1.Miter explained her presumptions, the problems encountered in the
course of the research, the'steps taken for compiling the material and
the findings rmohed by her.

In these findings',

students vis-a-vis
attitudes and some

the writer succeeded in determining the attitudes of
their technical schools and the relations between buch
variables such as sex and type of school (commercialfagricultural or industrial). /

41f

The writer also indicated the difference in atiktudes between boys and
girls and between urban and rural stlidents.

Ending her research, the writer came out with some`Aecommendations relevant
to her topic.

-

°N.

1
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TEXT BOOKS

Development of.
'. s

.

. ,
143. 'Abdul.Razek, 'Ali, "As Ilppg Ah We Give the Pupil a Fraction of a
.Grade for a FractiOn Of an Answer:, We Will. B:. Unable to Do Away with -

* External Auxiliary Books",,(Ma Dumna Nu'ti Alivrilmeez Juzaan min Ala
DaraYah Ld-Juzin min A1:4)abah, Faian Nastaghnd 'an Al-Kutub Al-Kharijiyyah),
'"AI-Ahram' newsaper, Cairo, 104th yearpIssue No. 3353 (September 22,
1978), p.'9,' , .

-4, I

I

This' article is mainly concerned With academic and tixt books and the
#activities undertaken by the Governmental Agency resons1ble for iSrinting-
these books. The writer, then mentkoned the number of suh books printed
and delivered to .schools and faculties ahead of the eomMencement 'of the
agademic year....de

He admitted that some gaps and deficiencies are found in text/books and
pointed Imelhe manner in which they could be coped with, adding that
externeltadfiliary books are.favoured by pupils becaune of the sample
questions and answers and the cOmprehensife summaries contained in them.
As such, they fit in very well with the system of examinations and the
manner in which grades are distribut n. in general examinations.

Conc,luding 4.1s article, the wriir ddyanced some suggestions for paising
the standard of text books whether as to academic content 4nd presentation
of material or as to the drills appended to them.

Exchange.

144. Embabi, Mohamed, "Text Books' Circ4lating Among pils One Yew after
*

Another', (Al-Kitaab Al-Madrasi Yatabaduluhu Al-TalabahSanatan ba'da
Sanatin), "Akhbar Al-Yom" newspapw,,Cairo, 34th year, Issue No. 1768,
(September 23, 178), p. 4. lw."

The idea of,training school.children to lend their text books at the end
ot the school year to pipils replacing them in\the same class and the
discussions around iti practioability in Egyptian schools are the subject
of this article.

Reviewing the arguments in favour of this idea and those against it, the
. writer said that while those 'in favour .believe that used text books become ,

readily available on the first day of the school year arid cost pupils less,
those opposing the idea believe that the .State would be sustaining losses

"It

.r:
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.if thv idea in put into practice, besides, the constant Change in thecurricula renders used text books outdated.
3

To make a fair presehtation.of t4e .views of al,l.parties concerned, thewriter interviewed education exps toadhers and boi and.girl studentsthen4described the practice of some o her.countries in this, respect.

Concluding; his article, 'the writer advanced some suggestions that wouldcontribute to'a solution to the problea of text books and the costentailed in annual reprints. Met}, he appealed to the Supreme CommitteeOf.tlannIng to study his suggestikns.

YOUTH

145. El-Dali, 'Ali, "The New Party and Youth% (Al-Hizb Al-Jadeed Wal-:Shabab), hAl.0umhouriyah" newspaper, Cairo, 25th year, Issue No. 8991,
, (August 11, .1978Y,:13. 5.

After *toting the President of the Republic as saying that the newly-
established National Democratic Party hail a duty towarids building theEgyptian Man, the writer explained the causes for the deterioration ofmoral values among youth, giving *examples to substantiate hid:argument.

The writer went on to quote paragraphs from the famottS Ikhwan Al-Safa'iLetters in which the'authors dealt with youth problems and pointed tospemanner in which these problems could be treated and the society reforad.

/tying asserted that the newyarty should assume the task of spreadtnglove and fraternity among youth, the writer Said that every effort shouldbe made to insure"that the leaders of the new Party possess exemplary
qualities and'set a high example before ybung men.

41

Camps

146. Selimeth, Mohamed Mohamed "Enforde Control Measures, but Do,not
Deprive Young Men of Experience", (rIa'u Al-Dawabit, lakin la Thhrimu -
Al-ShabaleAl-Tajrubah), "Al-Ahabab Wa 'Ulum Al-Mustaqbal" magaEine,
Cairo, lst.year, Issue No. 12, (July 1978), pp. 64.

After,staiing that Egyptian,young men studyinfi in universities account fora high percentage and stresting the need for making good utilisation qf
their energies ih summer holidays according t6 a well-studied plan prepared

a
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-by all State agencies codceined with youth, the writer commented on theproblems resulting from students' summer trips in Europe, saying the Stateshmld sponpor outstanding students and pay'all their travel expenses toencourage their colleagues to distinguish themselves in university wprk.

The writer then proposed that theState set up yoUth camps in EUrope.andin some other African and A.rab Couhtries in order to immune'young, Egyptians againsteqemy propaganda and involvement in any harmful activities.

Moving to the reConstruction oamps set up in'Egypt; the writer describedtheir activities and fruitful results, then'called for the creation ofthree types of camps: reconstruction camps, environmental service caMpsand recreational camps on beaches. He elaborated on each type of camps andshowed their benefial results to young men.

Concluding his article, the writer urged ttle authorities to study the-circumstances of youth in Egypt and to offer them a substitute for theirEuropean trips in summer.

Needs;
.0110

147. Manaour, Mohamed Xbrahlm, "Youth and Awareness of Democratic"Socialism": Al-Shabaab Wal-Wa'y Bil-Ishtrakiyyah Al-Dimoqratiyyah),
"Al-Aihram" newspaper, Cairo, 104th year, Issue No. 33482, (August 12,
1978), P. 7.

After explaining that democratic socialism is a.philosophy of change andevolution, the writer described the characteristic features, needs,
inclinations and desires of young men during youth. He also pointed to theability of youth to learn, cieate, work an, produce.

Discussing the manner in which young men should be dealt with, the writer
stressed the need for exposing them to some experience and 'providing themwith adequate knowledge of the socialist losophy:,

The writer went on to say that.the educational.curricula
should be re-

. formulated on a sound .basis, inspired by democratic socialist philosophy,adding that dialogue and discussion are vital in developing socialistawareness.

-Concluding his article, the writer stressed the needrfor linking theory
to practice and for developing a link' between young men and their society's
problems, saYing that this, would be advantageous in the fields of produc-
tion, eradication of illiteracy"andirural development.
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